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INTRODUCTION

During the past half a century, electricity customers in Ontario have become accustomed to
regular increases in their electricity bills, but the average cost of electricity (per kilowatt-hour) has
doubled in the last 10 years. News reports in the summer of 2016 described how customers in urban
centres like Oshawa and Windsor were shocked by the size of their bills. 1 There has been a groundswell
of complaints throughout the province that hydro is no longer affordable.
The issue is especially acute for 330,000 households in rural Ontario (comprising about one third
of Hydro One’s approximately 983,000 year-round residential customers) that depend on Hydro One for
their electricity service. These customers live in low-density rural zones and have been living with
higher electricity bills for decades as the cost of providing power to rural areas is more costly than it is
for other customers in the province. While the cost of delivering power to rural parts of the province has
always been higher, distribution charges have increased dramatically during the past five years in
particular. These charges are approved by the Ontario Energy Board, the province’s electricity regulator.
These charges combined with recent increases in electricity prices mean that Hydro One’s rural
customers are paying the most expensive electricity bills in Canada or likely anywhere else in North
America.
For Peggy Mills, an elderly resident of rural McArthur’s Mills near Bancroft, the weight of
increasing bill payments for electricity became insurmountable. Being on a fixed income she was unable
to keep up with her monthly Hydro One bill along with her arrears payments. Hydro One disconnected
service to the 74-year-old pensioner in the summer of 2016. Her story was recounted in the Toronto
Star. Mills explained that she was unable to deal with rising bills despite trying to reduce her
consumption. After being disconnected she had to cope with losing her electricity as well as her water
supply. Being a rural householder, her water pump won’t work without power.
Almost one-quarter of all Hydro One residential customers were behind in their bill payments at
the tail end of 2015 – almost 225,000 households. Low-income rural customers of Hydro One are

1

Enwin Utilities customer Amanda Banwell’s bill for the month of July totalled $400.00 (compared to $200 for electricity
and water the summer of 2015. See Dan Aekema, “High price of staying cool; Food or comfort,” The Windsor Star, August
20, 2016, at A.1. Oshawa resident Jeff Goodall was “utterly shocked” when he saw his hydro bill for August 2016 – it was
$101.15 -- more than double the $42.07 he paid in the same period last year.” See Reka Szekely, “Oshawa MPP Jennifer
French Sheds Light on Hydro Bills in Anticipation of Liberal Throne Speech,” Oshawa This Week, September 12, 2016.
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struggling under ever-increasing bill arrears. According to the United Way of Bruce Grey, in 2016 the
average amount of arrears owed to Hydro One by their low-density rural customers was $1,224.49. The
United Way and other social agencies and charities have drawn attention to the human toll of rising
electricity bills for rural customers, calling it nothing short of a social crisis.
This paper will explore rural electricity bills and energy poverty through the lens of international
human rights law and Canada’s international human rights obligations. One may question how and why
electricity bills would be a human rights issue, however the reach of international human rights law goes
far beyond the ambit of political and civil rights. As early as 1948, under the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, States recognized that human rights entitlements included the basic needs and supports
that people require in order to sustain life and live a dignified and secure existence. These rights include
the right to adequate housing, to food, and to water. These are human rights to which everyone is
entitled, and basic services like electricity underpin many of these rights.
The structure of this paper is as follows:
Section 1 examines the historical origins of the rural-urban disparity with regard to electricity
costs and how the disparity continues to increase under rate decisions mandated by the Ontario Energy
Board. The government’s rural rate relief program is also examined. That program began in 1981 but
has essentially languished for close to two decades. As a result, it has failed to mitigate the impacts of
higher electricity bills on Hydro One rural customers.
Section 2 explores the issue of energy insecurity, often referred to as “energy poverty.” A
household is energy poor when energy costs for basic services like electricity consume an unreasonable
proportion of a household budget. This is especially serious for low-income households that have less
money in their household budget overall. This section of the paper also explores whether energy poverty
affects rural Ontarians any differently than urban households and examines the available data on energy
poverty in rural Ontario. There is a significant knowledge and research gap in this area. To address this
gap, an energy poverty analysis was performed for rural low-income customers of Hydro One.
Section 3 of the paper examines this issue from the perspective of international human rights law
which recognizes electricity as an “essential need” that is intrinsic to the right to an adequate standard of
living under Article 11 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights and
other international human rights instruments. Energy poverty engages other international human rights
especially in the rural context, including the right to health and the right to water. The paper explores
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whether deprivations of these rights by Ontario constitute a violation of Canada’s international human
rights obligations.
Finally, Section 4 discusses a remedial approach to ensure compliance with international human
rights obligations. The paper proposes a multi-pronged strategy to address this issue at the international
and domestic levels.
A variety of sources were consulted during the preparation of this research paper including
international treaty instruments as well as jurisprudence and commentary of international and regional
human rights supervisory bodies. A variety of secondary sources, such as periodicals, books and
research articles and government reports and documents were also consulted. Data on customer numbers
and distribution rates for Hydro One and other utilities were obtained from Hydro One rate application
filings and Ontario Energy Board decisions on rate applications. Bill estimates and bill calculations
relied on several sources including the OEB and other government sources.
There are a wide variety of energy sources that people depend upon for their energy needs. This
research paper examines household expenditures for electricity only.
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1. UNEQUAL TREATMENT OF HYDRO ONE RURAL CUSTOMERS
1.1 Ontario’s fragmented system of electricity distribution
There are about 70 local utilities across the province and they vary widely in terms of customers
and the areas they service. Local utilities predominately serve urban areas and populated centres while
the remainder of this vast province is served by Hydro One Networks Inc. (Hydro One). 2 This
patchwork of local electricity distribution is unique in Canada and stands in stark contrast to many other
provinces that have a single distributor serving the entire province. According to a 2012 review, the
fragmented system of distribution of electricity in Ontario is a “product of history rather than the
outcome of rational planning.” 3 That history began in the early 1900s, when municipalities in southern
Ontario demanded access to electrical power and a role in delivering that power to their own ratepayers.
As of the mid-1970s, there were over 350 small municipal utilities. 4
HEPCO (later known as Ontario Hydro) 5 was created in 1906 to ensure a supply of electricity
and transmit that power throughout the province to the municipal utilities and large industrial users. 6
Ontario Hydro was also obligated to supply electricity to areas not served by municipal utilities. 7 In
1980, Ontario Hydro served 770,000 of its own “retail customers” throughout the vast area referred to as
the “rural power district.” 8
In the 1970s, Globe & Mail reporter Thomas Claridge began writing articles about an increasing
divide between rural and urban electricity rates in Ontario. 9 During this period, small commercial and
residential customers enjoyed rates as low as any in North America and the typical Ontario residential
2

These entities are referred to as local utilities or “local distribution companies” (LDCs).
In other jurisdictions, province-wide distributors are part of a “vertically integrated utility handling both the transmission
and distribution of electricity. See Ontario Distribution Sector Review Panel, Renewing Ontario’s Distribution Sector:
Putting the Consumer First (December, 2012) at 6, 9. [Ontario Distribution Sector Review Panel]
4
Ontario Distribution Sector Review Panel, supra note 3 at 5, citing N.B. Freeman, The Politics of Power: Ontario Hydro
and its Government, 1906-1995, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996) at 10-13; Ontario Hydro, Monthly Rates and
Comparable Bills: Ontario Hydro and the Associated Municipal Utilities, July 1976 (Toronto: author, 1976), explanatory
note for section 2.
5
Amendments to the Power Commission Act provided for the reconstitution of HEPCO as a provincial Crown corporation.
The Power Commission Act was renamed the Power Corporation Act. See the Power Commission Amendment Act, 1973,
S.O. 1973, c 57
6
Ontario Distribution Sector Review Panel, supra note 3 at 5.
7
Premier William Davis, Statement in the Legislature by The Honourable William G. David, Premier of Ontario - Re: Rural
Electrical Rates, October 10, 1980 at 2, reprinted in Ontario Hydro, “Reduction of Electrical Retail Rate Differentials in
Ontario” (Toronto, Ministry of Energy, 1980). See Appendix C (ii) [Premier William Davis, Statement in the Legislature
(1980)].
8
Retail customers of Ontario Hydro included residential, farm, and general service customer classes. See Thomas Claridge,
“Electricity costs 50% more in rural areas than in the city,” The Globe & Mail, November 10, 1977 at 5. [Claridge (a)]
9
Ibid. Other articles authored by Thomas Claridge are noted in this section. See below.
3
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bill was 12% below the Canadian average. 10 However, there was no “typical” residential bill in Ontario
in any real sense. Customer bills varied widely across the province. 11 For example, residential
customers served by the municipal utility in Webbwood just east of Espanola paid $29.35 for 1,000
kilowatt-hours (kWh) of electricity per month in 1977. In Tweed, north of Belleville, the bill was
$18.75. 12
The average monthly bill for the 353 municipal utilities that existed at that time was $23.21, 13
whereas Ontario Hydro residential customers paid significantly more compared to the average – roughly
30 percent more. Their bill was $34.63. 14 Ontario Hydro rural customers paid electricity rates roughly
50 percent above those in Toronto. 15
While there was a wide spectrum of rates across the 300 or so municipalities, all of them were
below the rural residential rate. The difference in cost was mainly due to customer density. Municipal
utilities had a concentrated customer base whereas Ontario Hydro’s rural power district covered a
massive geographic area, roughly 250,000 square miles (400,000 square kilometres) with an average
density of only 14 customers per mile of line. 16 It was left to the Ontario Hydro customers in the rural
power district to meet all the costs of distributing electricity within the area. 17 Rural customers of
Ontario Hydro paid the same rates no matter whether they lived in the province. 18
Meanwhile, the urban-rural gap persisted, fluctuating between 28 and 34% in 1976 -1980. A
1979 survey revealed that Ontario Hydro rural customers paid the highest rates in Canada west of New
10

Task Force Hydro, Hydro in Ontario: Financial Policy and Rates, Report Number Four, April 11, 1973 (Toronto:
Government of Ontario, 1973 at 68-71. [Task Force Hydro, Report Number Four]
11
Until 1998, Ontario Hydro set its own rates as did the municipal utilities (subject to Ontario Hydro’s review and approval).
See Task Force Hydro, Report Number Four, supra note 10 at 88. See additional references below.
12
Monthly Rates and Comparable Bills: Ontario Hydro and the Associated Municipal Utilities, (Toronto: author, 1977)
[Ontario Hydro, 1977]. Electricity consumption is measured in units called kilowatt-hours (kWh)
13
Ibid. Note that this is the weighted average.
14
Claridge (a), supra note 8 at 5. This is the amount that would be charged to year round residential R2 customers in what
was then called “All-Year Group Two.” It should be noted that Ontario Hydro had two classes of year round residential
customers in the late 1970s. A small number of customers in “All-Year Group One,” established in 1964, lived in what was
then referred to as a “high density” zone. The remainder, referred to as “normal density” at the time, were in “All-Year Group
Two.” The rates paid by the two classes were only nominally different in the late 1970s. See Ontario Hydro, 1977, supra note
12 at 12.
15
Claridge (a), supra note 8 at 5. To further illustrate the variation, 250 kWh of electricity cost $11.75 in the tiny community
of Brigden. In another area just outside of Sarnia near Corunna which was served by Ontario Hydro, the bill was close to four
times as much. See Thomas Claridge, “How some pay more for electricity from the same Hydro grid,” The Globe and Mail,
January 8, 1977, at 1-2 [Claridge (b)].
16
Premier William Davis, Statement in the Legislature (1980), supra note 7, Appendix C (ii) at 3. In his statement the
Premier also noted that the average customer density in the municipal system was 100 customers per mile of distribution line.
See page 3.
17
Claridge (b), supra note 15 at 1-2.
18
Claridge (b), supra note 15 at 1-2.
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Brunswick. 19 Politicians joined the media in calling for relief for rural customers. Former energy
minister James Taylor, commented that “the rural customer is taking a shellacking. You have to wonder
who is looking after his interests.” 20
1.2 The Start of Rural Rate Assistance
In April 1980, Premier William Davis announced that the government intended to substantially
reduce the rural rate differential for Ontario Hydro customers “who by reason of geography are served
by Hydro directly and who pay more than municipal customers.” The Premier noted there was a longstanding principle that each municipality should pay for its own retail distribution costs, however, when
the principle was applied to the customers in Ontario Hydro’s rural power district “there is an
inequitable burden being placed on those who live in the rural parts of Ontario.” The Premier added that
this inequity is “going to become increasingly burdensome as the trend continues toward
urbanization.” 21
Following receipt of an Ontario Hydro task force report on possible options for rural rate
assistance, the government announced that the cost of electricity paid by year-round rural and farm
residential customers would be “substantially reduced” effective January 1, 1981. The government opted
to cap the rate differential at 15 percent in line with the recommendation made by Ontario Hydro. 22 In
announcing the proposed amendments to the Power Corporation Act the Energy Minister Robert Welch
stated that “[A]lthough the cost of distributing electricity in rural areas is much higher than in urban
areas, a reduction of the rate differential to 15 per cent is both necessary and reasonable.” 23 Bill 141
received third reading two weeks later was passed without debate. 24
About 530,000 Ontario Hydro customers saw reductions in their bills in the form of a Rural Rate
Assistance (RRA) credit. Ontario Hydro recouped the foregone revenue through extra charges to bulk

19

Thomas Claridge, “The Power Game: rural electricity rates vary from $23.48 to $61.63,” The Globe and Mail, June 18,
1979 at 4.
20
Ibid.
21
Premier William Davis, Statement in the Legislature (1980), supra note 7, Appendix C (ii) at 4-6.
22
Ontario Ministry of Energy, News Release: Ontario Legislation Will Reduce Differential Between Rural and Urban Bills,”
October 15, 1981 at 1-2; Ontario Hydro’s recommendation was contained in its reported entitled “Reduction of Electrical
Retail Rate Differentials in Ontario, (Toronto: Ministry of Energy, 1980) at 1, 29.
23
Ontario Ministry of Energy, News Release: Ontario Legislation Will Reduce Differential Between Rural and Urban Bills,”
October 15, 1981 at 2.
24
The Power Corporation Amendment Act 1981 (No. 2), S.O., 1981, c 41 (received royal assent on October 30, 1981).
Section 2 of the Act amended the Power Corporation Act, RSO 1980, c 384 by adding a new provision (section 90a), later s.
108 of the Act. See Power Corporation Act, RSO 1990, c P.18, s. 108 (since repealed).
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power rates. RRA-eligible customers were all residential year-round customers in the rural power
district as well farm-class customers having a residence in the Ontario Hydro retail system). 25
The amount of the RRA monthly credit provided to all eligible customers changed from year to
year. It was a function of the extent of the differential between Ontario Hydro rural rates and those of
municipal utilities. 26 Examples of RRA credit amount rates set under the Power Corporation Act
between 1981 and 1999 are listed Table 1.1 and 1.3 in Appendix One.
Ontarians across the province saw their power costs increase by 30 per cent in in the early
1990s 27 and there is evidence that the rate gap between rural customers of Ontario Hydro and customers
of municipal utilities increased during this period. 28 However, the rural rate assistance program provided
monthly discounts to Ontario Hydro’s customers to maintain the rural/urban rate gap at a maximum of
15%. Public concern about escalating prices led the government to freeze the wholesale price of
electricity in 1993. During the price freeze, which lasted for close to ten years, electricity distributors
were free to adjust rates charged to customers. 29
There were several developments of note in 1997. A new urban density (UR) rate class was
established by Ontario Hydro due to development in parts of the rural power district. 30 The other two
classes for year round customers remained. 31 Furthermore, a decision was made to restrict rural rate
assistance to R2 customers only. 32

25

Ontario Ministry of Energy, News Release: Ontario Legislation Will Reduce Differential Between Rural and Urban Bills,”
October 15, 1981 at 3; Bruce Bacon, “Rural Rate Assistance as a Ratemaking or Rate Recovery Approach which the OEB
Should Consider When Assessing the Generic Hearing Issues Related to Natural Gas System Expansion,” (prepared for the
Municipality of Kincardine, the Municipality of Arran-Elderslie, and the Township of Huron-Kinloss), March 21, 2016 at 910 [Bruce Bacon].
26
Ontario Hydro also calculated the global RRA amount each year. See section 108 of the Power Corporation Act, RSO
1990, c P.18 (since repealed). An explanation of the mechanics of calculating the monthly and global RRA amounts is
described in detail in Bruce Bacon, ibid at 7-11.
27
Ontario, Ministry of Energy, Science and Technology, Direction for Change: Charting a Course for Competitive
Electricity and Jobs in Ontario, (Toronto: author, 1997) at 5 [Ministry of Energy, 1997]
28
Rates in Kingston would be $81 annually in 1992 compared to $118.20 for an Ontario Hydro rural customer. See Erick Ko,
“ Township Woman ‘Steamed’ Over Rising Hydro Rates,” The Whig Standard, February 7, 1992 at 27.
29
Electricity bills were bundled at that time. Distributors set their prices which were a combination of the cost of energy that
they purchased from Ontario Hydro and their own costs for distribution.
30
This new rate class was for year-round residential customers who lived in an “urban density zone,” namely an area with
3,000 or more customers and a line density of at least 60 customers per km. Hydro One Networks Inc., email of 26 October
2016.
31
At the time, the R1 rate class was for customers living in what was deemed a “high density zone” (an area with 100 +
customers and a minimum line density of 15 customers per km). R2 customers lived in an area not deemed an urban density
or high density zone. This was referred to at the time as “normal density.” See OEB, Rate Order - Hydro One Services
Company, RP -1998-0001, March 15, 1999 at 1-2.
32
Hydro One Networks Inc., email of 26 October 2016.
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The Conservative government of Mike Harris also signalled its intention to introduce
competition to Ontario’s electricity sector and increase regulatory oversight related to pricing for
generation, transmission and electricity distribution. 33 A major motivation for this new direction was the
cost of electricity. 34 The government also committed to support rural customers of Ontario Hydro who
were paying “excessively high rates.” It stated that programs which “support price equity” would
continue to be financed by electricity consumers. 35
The changes were implemented through various legislative amendments. 36 Besides introducing
competition in the electricity market, other changes included:
•

The splitting up of Ontario Hydro and the commercialization of municipal utilities – Hydro
One assumed control over Ontario Hydro’s transmission and distribution assets and business
operations. 37 Its generation assets were transferred to Ontario Power Generation. Municipal
utilities were also disentangled from municipal government and legislation and transformed into
commercial enterprises 38

•

The modernization of the regulatory regime for the electricity sector -- the Ontario Energy
Board (OEB) assumed responsibility for distribution and transmission licensing and rate-setting
as well as electricity pricing 39

•

The unbundling of charges on customer bills --There are now separate charges for electricity
(per kilowatt-hour), and delivery of power (transmission and distribution), all set by the OEB. 40
See Exhibit A.

33

Ministry of Energy, 1997, supra note 27 at 1-16
Ibid.
35
Ibid at 8 and 11.
36
See Electricity Act, 1998, SO 1998, c 15, Sched. A; Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998, S.O. 1998, c 15, Sched B [Ontario
Energy Board Act, 1998]. See also Hydro One Networks Inc., Interrogatory Response (OEB Staff #9) - RP-2003-0044 Exh.
J8 Tab 10 Sched. 9, 1-5 at 1, 3-4.
37
Hydro One Inc. operates in association with several subsidiaries. Hydro One Networks Inc. is the province’s largest
electricity distributor. Another subsidiary, Hydro One Remote Communities Inc., provides service to 21 remote northern
communities.
38
They became separate entities under Ontario’s Business Corporations Act. Municipalities hold controlling shares in these
enterprises. See Hydro One Networks Inc., Interrogatory Response (OEB Staff #9) - RP-2003-0044 Exh. J8 Tab 10 Sched. 9,
1-5 at 1, 3-4. Hydro One bought several of these utilities following the transition, thereby becoming the province’s largest
distributor. See Adrian Morrow et al, “The Long Road to Privatization of Hydro One,” The Globe and Mail, March 13, 2015.
39
Ontario Energy Board, History of the OEB, (online), 2016.
34

40

As noted previously, prior to 1998, Ontario Hydro set its own rates as did the municipal utilities (subject to Ontario Hydro’s
review and approval). See Task Force Hydro, Report Number Four, supra note 10 at 88. During this period, the costs
associated with producing the electricity, transmitting it through the grid and distributing it to individual households and
businesses was bundled into a combined rate per kWh. With the changes in 1998, these various charges were “unbundled.”
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EXHIBIT A
A typical bill includes four kinds of charges: electricity charge (usage in kilowatt-hours);
delivery; regulatory charges; and taxes.
Electricity usage/consumption (energy charges): Customers are charged for their electricity
usage in kilowatts-hours (KWh). The price is set by the OEB. Customers across Ontario pay
the same rates. While energy charges are not the reason for the rural/urban rate gap, price
hikes over the past decade have increased the overall energy burden of all residential
customers.
Delivery charge: A customer bill will have a single line charge for electricity “delivery”
across the electrical grid. Delivery consists of two main sub-areas: Transmission and
distribution.
Transmission Charges: Transmission companies operate the high-voltage transmission system
that carries electricity from generating stations to local utilities. Transmission charges set by
the Ontario Energy Board make up a relatively small proportion of the overall delivery charge
on a bill and don’t differ much from utility to utility. See Table 1.2 in Appendix One.
Distribution Charges: Local utilities distribute electricity to customer residences and
businesses via low voltage lines. The charges set by the OEB pay for general operations and
administration as well as the costs of building and maintaining the distribution system,
including overhead and underground power lines, poles, and transformers. There are two
distinct distribution charges: i) a fixed service charge; and ii) a variable distribution charge
tied to per kWh usage. Higher distribution charges account for the higher bills paid by Hydro
One rural customers.
Regulatory Charges: These standard charges are the same for all residential customers. They
are variable (tied to electricity usage / kWh). They include the Wholesale Market Service Rate
(WMSR) and charges for electricity assistance programs
Applicable Taxes: As of 2010, tax in the form of the provincial HST has been levied.
Sources: Based on online information available from the Ontario Energy Board, the Ministry
of Energy and Hydro One Networks Inc.
1.3 Increasing distribution rates for Hydro One rural customers

This section of the paper will trace the evolution of recent rate changes for Hydro One and other
residential customers to demonstrate how the rural/urban rate gap has been perpetuated and amplified
under the regulatory supervision of the Ontario Energy Board (OEB). The government’s attention to
rural rate protection is also examined. It will be argued that until the recent changes to rate protection
9

announced in the government’s September 2016 Throne Speech, 41 the disproportionate energy burden
faced by Hydro One’s rural customers had become an after-thought.
The evolution of rates for electricity distribution are the focus of this review as they account for
the bulk of the delivery charges paid by electricity customers. Under OEB rate decisions, Hydro One
residential rural low-density (R2) rural customers pay significantly more than other customers. The gap
has widened in two ways: first, between R2 customers and other year-round Hydro One residential
customers and second, between Hydro One R2 customers and those served by other local utilities. The
following summarize these differences. Supporting data is provided in Appendix One.
Residential customers in Ontario pay a fixed monthly distribution service charge and a variable
(volumetric) charge that is levied for every kilowatt-hour of electricity that is consumed. In terms of the
monthly set service charge, Hydro One rural low-density (R2) customers pay a significant premium
compared to other Hydro One residential customers. The service charge paid by low-density (R2)
customers in 2016 was set at close to $73.00 per month. With the deduction afforded by the rural rate
protection credit as it stood in 2016 ($31.50), the amount charged to R2 customers was roughly $42.00
per month. This compares with $19.00 per month for Hydro One “urban density” (UR) customers and is
$11.25 more per month than “medium-density” (R1) customers. 42 The distribution service charge for all
three residential year-round customers of Hydro One has risen since 2005. 43
The distribution service charge set by the OEB for the other 70 odd local utilities also varies
considerably from one distributor to another. However, on average the 2015 charge was $16.00 per
month. 44 The service charge paid by Hydro One low-density (R2) customers was more than two times
the local utility average, even with the deduction of the rural rate protection credit. 45 The figures are
presented in Table 1.4 in Appendix One.
The variable (volumetric) charge for distribution can have a significant impact on customer bills
as it is directly tied to consumption. In 2015, the rate set for more than 80 percent of the local

41

Ontario, Legislative Assembly, Speech from the Throne: A Balanced Plan to Build Ontario Up for Everyone, September
12, 2016 at 4.
42
In percentage terms, R2 customers pay 85.5 percent more than UR customers and 37% more than R1 customers.
43
In relative terms the increases from 2005 to 2016 have been higher for R1 and UR classes ($15.99 to $30.11 for R1
customers and $11.82 to $22.29 for UR customers per month).
44
The calculations for the median and the average included rates set for Hydro One Inc.’s smaller distribution companies,
such as Hydro One Brampton Inc. See Ontario Energy Board, Distributors - Rates Database from Tariffs (2015).
45
Rural rate assistance (also known as Rural Rate Protection) has continued since 2000. Developments with regard to rural
rate protection are discussed later in this section.
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distribution companies was less than two cents / kWh. 46 The 2015 rate for Hydro One urban-density
(UR) customers was roughly in line with majority of the local utilities, however R1 and R2 customers
paid a substantial premium, particularly rural low-density (R2) customers who paid more than twice as
much as the majority of local utility customers, namely 4.24 cents a kilowatt-hour.
In terms of the volumetric distribution charge, the gap between Hydro One’s three residential
year-round rate classes has widened considerably under OEB rate decisions. Back in 2005, the variance
between the classes was very low. 47 However, they began to diverge in 2010 and with further recent
increases to the rural low-density (R2) rates, the gap between the R2 class and the UR class in particular
has widened. For 2016-2017, the low-density (R2) rate is more than 2.5 times the urban-density (UR)
rate (and close to 1.5 times the R1 rate). See Table 1.5. and 1.6 in Appendix One.
It is important to see how these rate differences affect customer electricity bills. Monthly bills
based on 1,000 kWh consumption were estimated for Hydro One’s year-round residential customers
(three rate classes) and a selection of other local utilities. The calculations are shown in Table A below.
Note that the amount for Hydro One R2 customers includes the rural rate protection discount in effect in
2016.

46

Customers of Haldimand County Hydro Inc. paid a volumetric distribution rate of 2.48 cents / kWh. The lowest rate was
paid by residential customers of ELK Energy Ltd. (less than one cent / kWh). See OEB, Distributors - Rates Database from
Tariffs (2015). Note: Haldimand County Hydro Inc. no longer exists.
47
The rate for the R2 class was 1.7 cents/kWh, about 18.5 % lower than the R1 rate and just 6.2% higher than the UR rate.
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Utility

Total Delivery Charges
($) / month
113.04*

Total bill before tax
($ / month)
252.91*

Total bill, including tax
($ / month)
285.79*

84.06

223.75

252.84

59.70

199.29

225.19

52.12

191.79

216.72

50.18

189.56

214.20

Festival Hydro Inc.

50.01

189.43

214.05

ELK Energy Inc.

37.82

177.54

200.63

Orillia Power
Distribution Corp.
Lakeland Power
Distribution Ltd.

46.61

186.19

210.40

56.60

196.28

221.80

Hydro One –
Low-density (R2)
Hydro One –
Medium density
(R1)
Hydro One –
Urban density (UR)
Collus Power
Corporation
Enwin Utilities Ltd.

Table A – Sample of Monthly Bills for Hydro One year-round residential customers and other local
utilities. Bills are estimates based on consumption of 1,000 kWh
*includes the rural rate protection credit discount ($31.50 in 2016)
Source: OEB Electricity Calculator (residential). Reflects approved rates as of October, 2016.
1.4 The stagnation of rural rate protection
This section describes the government’s approach to rural rate protection for R2 customers from 2001
onwards. It begins with a discussion of changes made to rate protection in late 1998 – 2001 and
concludes with an overview of new measures announced in the September 2016 Throne Speech.
The provincial government’s approach to rural rate protection changed with the repeal of section
108 of the Power Corporation Act. In its place, the government instituted O. Reg. 442/01 - Rural or
Remote Electricity Rate Protection (RRRP) under the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998. 48
The regulation provides for rate protection for eligible consumers across the rural power district
as well as those in remote communities in Northern Ontario. Hydro One rural low-density (R2)

48

Ontario Regulation 442/01 – Rural or Remote Electricity Rate Protection (filed November 30, 2001).
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customers are eligible for rate protection under the regulation. An RRRP credit is applied to their bill
each month.
In contrast to the provisions of the Power Corporation Act, the Regulation set a fixed ceiling of
funding for rural rate protection. In 2002, 2003 and 2004 it was roughly $125 million. 49 This amount is
consistent with amount of rural rate assistance allocated in the mid to late 1990s. 50 Later amendments
held the amount at this level in 2004, 2005, and in any subsequent year. 51
There is little or no information in the public domain about the policy objectives of the Ministry
of Energy’s RRRP program although the Ministry did make the following statement in the spring of
2016: “This rural and remote rate protection (RRRP) helps to ensure electricity rates for consumers in
these rural and remote areas are similar (my emphasis) to those of other regions of the province.” 52
However, the amount of rural rate protection did not equalize or come close to equalizing the
rural-urban rate gap which has continued to widen during the past 10 years. The discount remained
virtually unchanged for close to two decades. To illustrate, in 1999 the monthly RRRP credit was
$28.50. 53 In 2010, more than a decade later, it was still $28.50. It remained at this amount until 2015
when it was increased slightly to $31.50 per month. 54 The credit amounts are listed in Table 1.1 and 1.3
in Appendix One.
While stakeholders like the Ontario Federation of Agriculture have advocated for increased
funding for rural rate protection for several years, until recently, there seemed little appetite to amend
the rural rate protection rebate. Back in 2012, Hydro One stated that it was “unaware of any intent to
change the regulated $127 M amount available to fund rural rate protection.” 55

49

See section 3(2) of O.Reg 442/01, made November 28, 2001, filed on November 30, 2001.
This amount is consistent with amount of rural rate assistance calculated by Ontario Hydro staff in in the mid to later
1990s. See Bruce Bacon, supra note 25 at 10; Confirmed via personal communication with former Ontario Hydro employee
and utility consultant, Bruce Bacon, August, 2016.
51
The current funding for low-density (R2) customers under Reg. 442/01 was $125.4 million in 2016. See Hydro One
Networks Inc., Distribution 2015-2017 Rates Application -- 2017 Draft Rate Order, filed October 7, 2016. [EB-2016-0081],
Attachment 1 at 5. See also O.Reg 442/01: Rural or Remote Electricity Rate Protection as later amended by O.Reg. 383/04.
Subsequent amendments to the regulation were reviewed to confirm that this amount did not change from 2005-2016.
52
Ministry of Energy, Regulation Proposal Notice, Proposed Amendment to Ontario Regulation 442/01 (Rural or Remote
Electricity Rate Protection), Environmental Bill of Rights Registry Number: 012-6508, February 10, 2016
53
See OEB, Rate Order - Hydro One Services Company, RP -1998-0001, March 15, 1999 at 4.
54
See OEB, Decisions and Rate Orders (Hydro One Network Inc.): April 29, 2010 (EB File No. 2009-0096) at para. 1.5;
December 20, 2012 (EB File No. 2012-0136) at para 1.5; December 19, 2012 (EB File No. 2013-0141, Appendix A at 3;
April 23, 2015 (EB File No. 2013-0416), Schedule A, at 2; January 14, 2016 (EB File No. 2015-0079), Schedule A, at 3. The
OEB calculates the amount of the credit for R2 customers pursuant to s. 79 of the Ontario Energy Board Act. It is likely that
the monthly rate increased slightly as a result of a decrease in the number of R2 rural customers.
55
OEB, Hydro One Networks Inc. rate application), EB File No. 2012-0136 Interrogatory #34 (OEB staff) List 1, Issue 13,
Filed October 11, 2012, Exhibit I, Tab 13, Schedule 1.01, Staff 34, 1 of 1.
50
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As a consequence, in 2016, the most costly electricity bills in Canada or likely anywhere else in
North America were being paid by Hydro One rural low-density (R2) customers. 56 Repercussions for
these Hydro One customers were described by Peter Eamon, the warden of Renfrew County and the
chair of the Eastern Ontario Warden’s caucus in August 2016:
…the reality is that rural customers are shouldering a disproportionate burden compared to
their urban counterparts. High energy costs force families to choose between electricity bills
and other basic necessities and services, posting a growing threat of ‘energy poverty’ across
our region and the province. 57

This next section of the paper explores questions of energy affordability and energy poverty in
detail, with particular attention to Hydro One rural customers. It also evaluates the effectiveness of the
Ontario Electricity Support Program as well as additional measures announced by the government in its
September 2016 Speech from the Throne.

56

This is due to the higher distribution charges paid by these customers according to energy consultant Tom Adams. See
Jacques Bourbeau, “Rural Ontarians left in the dark as electricity bills skyrocket,” Global News (online), updated July 12,
2016. Various utilities provide comparative rates in different jurisdictions (NB, Quebec, Manitoba). It appears that Hydro
One low-density rural customers pay more than residential customers in the Maritimes, and almost all jurisdictions in the
U.S. aside from some select cities and Hawaii (New York, San Francisco and Boston). See Hydro Quebec, Comparison of
Electricity Prices in Major North American Cities: Rates in Effect, April 1, 2016 (Quebec: author, 2016; U.S. Energy
Information Administration – Electric Power Monthly with Data for September 2016, (Washington: author, 2016).
57
As recounted by MPP Todd Smith in the Ontario Legislature. See Ontario, Legislative Assembly, Official Report of
Debates (Hansard), 41st Parl., 2nd Sess., 15 September 2016 (Todd Smith).
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2. ENERGY POVERTY AND RURAL HYDRO ONE CUSTOMERS
Energy services such as electricity are recognized as an essential need under international human
rights law. The right of access to energy is a key underpinning of the right to an adequate standard of
living and the right to adequate housing, among other human rights. Questions of affordability and
equity are key concerns under international human rights law. As an essential service tied to the right to
housing, electricity must be accessible and affordable to everyone without discrimination. 58 This section
of the paper explores questions of energy affordability and energy poverty generally. This is followed by
a specific discussion about energy affordability and Hydro One rural low-density (R2) customers.

2.1 Energy and affordability: the energy poverty dynamic

Electricity costs are part of the bundle of expenses that fall under the rubric of housing/shelter
costs. The role of utility bills as part of housing/shelter costs is often overlooked. Although definitions of
housing “affordability” includes rent or a mortgage and utilities, people don’t usually think of the
importance of utility bills on a household’s budget. 59 Various jurisdictions have set an
“affordable/unaffordable” threshold for household shelter costs. In Canada, housing-related costs
including utilities should not consume more than 30% of household income. If costs exceed this
threshold, a household is experiencing an excessive shelter burden. 60
Separating energy costs from other shelter costs, provides a separate affordability benchmark for
energy. According to U.S. energy poverty expert Roger Colton, energy costs should account for no more
than 20% of overall shelter costs – this equates to roughly 6 – 8% of household income at a maximum. 61
If a household’s spending on energy is above this threshold, that household is experiencing energy
poverty. This means that it is faced with a disproportionate or excessive energy burden -- its energy
costs are essentially “unaffordable” relative to income.
58

The substance of these rights and Canada’s obligations under various binding international human rights instruments are
discussed in detail in Section 3 of this paper.
59
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Energy Desk Book for HUD Programs at 8 (this is an online
document (no date).
60
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (online), What is Core-housing Need?, March 2016. See Special Rapporteur on
the Right to Adequate Housing (Miloon Kothari), Report of the Special Rapporteur, (Mission to Canada, 2007), UNHRCOR,
10th Sess., UN doc. A/HRC/107/Add.3, 17 February 2009 at 12
61
See Roger Colton, A Ratepayer Funded Home Energy Affordability Program for Low-Income Households: A Universal
Service Program for Ontario’s Energy Utilities, submission to the Ontario Energy Board on behalf of the Low-Income
Energy Network, OEB File No. EB-2005-0520, Exhibit K15.1, April 2006 at 5. [Colton]
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A household’s energy burden can be estimated by considering how much a household is
spending on energy as a percentage of household income: energy expenditures / household income x
100% = energy burden. 62
Energy expenditures include the cost of maintaining an adequate temperature inside a home as
well as other normal energy costs for such things as lighting, cooking and refrigeration, hot water,
communications connectivity, 63 and in rural areas, pumping water. 64
The Low-Income Energy Network in Ontario advocates for the six - eight percent threshold,
especially for low-income households. 65 If energy expenditures exceed this threshold, a household is
considered to be experiencing energy poverty. 66 The higher the proportion of household income
required for energy expenditures over the benchmark the more significant the degree of energy poverty.
Figure 1 illustrates this energy poverty continuum with 6 percent as the threshold.
Energy poverty (otherwise known as “energy insecurity”) is not a simple phenomenon. It is
linked to general poverty and is the result of a number of underlying conditions, including issues related
to health, disability, and low incomes as well as the type of heating system in the household and the
quality and energy performance of the housing stock. 67 Low-income households are most at risk of
energy poverty. Increasing energy costs put particular pressure on low-income families who already
have limited means to cover shelter and other household costs. 68 They spend a greater share of their
62

Senator Lisa Murkowski and Senator Tim Scott, Plenty at Stake: Indicators of American Energy Insecurity: An Energy
20/20 White Paper, 113th Congress, September 2014. 2014 at 19 [Murkowski & Scott]. One has to consider the entire energy
mix required for a family to heat and cool and otherwise power a home. Some households may use more than one form of
energy in addition to electricity (e.g. gas if available, wood, oil, etc.)
63
Ryan Walker et al, “Fuel Poverty in Northern Ireland: Humanizing the plight of vulnerable households,” (2014) 4 Energy
Research and Social Science 89 at 89-90. [Walker et al].
64
Adrian J. Bradbrook & Judith G. Gardam, “Placing Access to Energy Services within a Human Rights Framework,” (2006)
28 Hum Rts Q 389 – 414 at 393 [Bradbrook & Gardam].
65
See Low-Income Energy Network, Working to End Energy Poverty in Ontario: A Tool Kit (no date) at 1.
66
The six percent benchmark is considered to be an appropriate benchmark for the purposes of this paper. It should be noted
that this paper is considering the impact of electricity bills only and does not consider costs associated with other sources of
energy that might be part of a household’s energy mix. Any findings of significant energy poverty stemming from electricity
bills only should therefore be a `significant cause for concern. In the U.K., a 10 percent benchmark was in place for several
years. It is no longer an official benchmark in the U.K. See Walker et al, supra note 63 at 89-90. Colton suggests that the
higher threshold of 10% is too high. He maintains that “affordability” concerns manifest at a much lower percentage of
income burden -- Affordability concerns, involving household budget trade-offs and payment troubles less intense than the
loss of service appear to be triggered at the 6% to 8% percentage of income burden levels. See Colton, supra note 61 at 5.
67
European Union: European Parliament, European Parliament Resolution of 14 April 2016 on meeting the antipoverty target
in light of increasing household costs, 14 April 2016, P8_TA(2016) 0136 at 4.
68
Murkowski & Scott, supra note 62 at 1; Philippa Howden-Chapman et al, “Tackling cold housing and fuel poverty in New
Zealand: A review of policies, research and health impacts,” (2012) 49 Energy Policy 134 – 142 at 135. [Howden-Chapman
et al]. As noted by the Marc Lee and Jason Owen, “A doubling of electricity prices would have a substantial and meaningful
impact on the livelihoods of low-income households, but would be less noticeable for the highest-income households. See M.
Lee & J. Owen et al, Fight energy poverty in the transition to zero-emission housing: a framework for BC, (Vancouver:
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income on energy compared to higher income households. 69 This is borne out by a 2005 study that
concluded that Ontario households in the lowest income quintile spend 12 percent of their income on
average on utilities. 70 On average, households in Ontario today spend a relatively modest proportion of
their income on energy -- roughly 2.6 percent. 71
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Figure 1: Energy Poverty Severity
(adapted from Liddell, C. et al, Defining fuel poverty in Northern Ireland: a preliminary review
(Coleraine: University of Ulster, 2011)

The literature suggests that households that are experiencing energy poverty make adjustments
to keep the lights on and avoid disconnection – by reducing consumption, making trade-offs, and
sacrificing spending in other areas. This can involve choosing between rent and utility payments,

Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, 2011) at 12 [M. Lee & J. Owen]. The authors also point out that higher-income
families have a greater ability to invest in upgrades that will reduce energy consumption and save them money (at 12).
69
Phillip O’Neill, Housing Affordability Literature Review and Affordable Housing Program Audit (Sydney, AU: Urban
Research Centre, University of Western Sydney, 2008), at 7
70
Guelph & Wellington Task Force on Poverty Elimination, Energy Poverty Research Profile, 2011 at 1 citing Canadian
Housing for Renewal Association, “Affordable and Efficient: Towards a national energy efficiency strategy for low-income
Canadians,“ (2005).
71
This included spending on energy sources used at home, including electricity, natural gas, and other heating fuels. See K.
Green, T. Jackson et al, Energy costs and Canadian Households: How Much Are We Spending?, (Montreal: Fraser Institute,
2016) at 2-3.
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foregoing expenditures on food, clothing and other necessities, as well as other strategies such as living
with reduced indoor temperatures (or in the summer, higher indoor temperatures), turning down the hot
water heater; no longer using parts of a residence, taking on debt, and spending savings. 72
Budget pressures caused by an excessive energy burden can cause mental stress and increased
risk of food insecurity. Other effects documented by researchers include decreased educational
achievement and reduced productivity. 73 Health impacts have received the most attention, particularly
those due to reduced indoor temperatures during the winter. Energy poverty is linked to excess winter
mortality and excess winter hospitalizations. 74 Economizing by reducing indoor temperature to below
sub-optimum levels 75 can increase dampness in a dwelling and lead to the growth of moulds, viruses and
bacteria. Chronic cold temperatures cause or exacerbate cardiovascular and respiratory illness and
increase the risk of falls and injuries, particularly in vulnerable populations like the elderly. Other health
impacts have been documented. Research suggests that this group as well as others who spend the bulk
of their day at home are more vulnerable to the effects of cold temperatures. They include those
suffering from ill-health, persons with disabilities and families with young children. 76 Finally, turning

72

Murkowski & Scott, supra note 62 at 19; Howden-Chapman et al state that households are faced with a household
expenditure trade-off, essentially “heat or eat?” See Howden-Chapman et al, supra note 68 at 135. See C. Liddell et al,
Defining fuel poverty in Northern Ireland: a preliminary review (Coleraine: University of Ulster, 2011) at 58-59, 65. See also
J. Bhattacharya, T. Deleire, “Heat or eat? Cold-weather shocks and nutrition in poor American families,” (2003) 93 American
Journal of Public Health 1149-1154. See also P.H. Casey et al, “Heat or eat: The low income home energy assistance
program and nutritional and health risks among children less than 3 years of age,” (2006) 118 Paediatrics 1293-1302.
73
Murkowski & Scott, supra note 62 at 4; See also C. Liddell and C. Morris, “Fuel poverty and human health: a review of
recent evidence,” (2010) 38:6 Energy Policy 2987 at 2992-2993, 2996.
74
P. Howden-Chapman et al, supra note 68 at 136; Liddell C. & C. Morris “Fuel poverty and human health: A review of
recent evidence,” (2010) 38:6 Energy Policy 2987 at 2987-2988. “Excess winter deaths” are those deaths which occur in the
wintertime in numbers above and beyond those that occur in other seasons of the year. See World Health Organization, ibid
at 21. See also other sources at note 76 below. In Europe, “excess winter deaths” attributable to cold temperatures in a home
are a pervasive problem. 12% of EU citizens were unable to keep their home adequately warm in 2014. See European
Parliament, European Parliament Resolution of 14 April 2016 on meeting the antipoverty target in light of increasing
household costs, 14 April 2016, P8_TA(2016)0136 at 4.
75
According to the World Health Organization (WHO) safe indoor temperatures are in the range of 18 to 22 degrees Celsius
(depending on room function). See World Health Organization, Regional Office for Europe, “Housing, energy and thermal
comfort: A review of 10 countries within the WHO European Region” (Denmark: author, 2007) at 9.
76
Households containing seniors are among the most vulnerable to health impacts as well as those with children and longterm sick and disabled people. While early research into this topic focussed on excess winter mortality, recent studies have
begun to examine the chronic and cumulative impacts that might be associated with living in cold conditions. These include
an increased risk of illness such influenza, pneumonia, asthma, and arthritis, as well as more accidents at home. Various
sources that discuss excess winter mortality as well as non-catastrophic, cumulative health impacts include: C. Liddell & C.
Morris “Fuel poverty and human health: A review of recent evidence,” (2010) 38:6 Energy Policy 2987 at 2987- 2988, 29912992, 2996; Howden-Chapman et al, supra note 68 at 136-137; C. Liddell et al, Defining fuel poverty in Northern Ireland: a
preliminary review (Coleraine: University of Ulster, 2011) at 20, 58-59. See also Great Britain: Department of Energy and
Climate Change, Fuel Poverty: a framework for future action (London: author, 2013) at 19-20. A recent study found that
women over 70 were at a higher risk of accidentally falling after spending only 45 minutes in a chilly room (15 Celsius). See
Ulrich Lindemann et al, “Effect of cold indoor environment on physical performance of older women living in the
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down the thermostat on the hot water tank has been found to lead to an increased risk of Legionnaires
Disease. 77
Unaffordable energy can lead to critical housing stress, housing insecurity and vulnerability. 78 It
can mean frequent moves and relocations. 79 Housing becomes even more precarious when electricity is
disconnected, particularly in rural areas.

2.2 Particular vulnerabilities of rural households

While it is beyond the scope of this paper to provide a comprehensive review of the
characteristics of rural households that could be important to understanding energy poverty and any
particular vulnerabilities that may magnify or increase the extent and impacts of energy poverty on these
households, the following discussion provides a brief analysis. Very little comprehensive and up-to-date
research and information on rural Ontario or rural Canada generally are available in the current
literature.
Hydro One rural customers have a higher rate of electricity consumption compared to most other
customers in Ontario. Housing in rural areas is generally older and has poor energy efficiency. 80

community,” (2014) 43 Age and Ageing 571-575 at 572-574. Studies that relate cold homes and health effects have been
largely based in the United Kingdom, Ireland and New Zealand. See Janet Rudge, “Indoor cold and mortality,” in M.
Braubach, M., D.E. Jacobs, D.E. & D. Ormandy, D., eds, Environmental burden of disease associated with inadequate
housing: a method guide to the quantification of health impacts of selected housing risks in the WHO European Region
(Copenhagen, World Health Organization, Regional Office for Europe, 2011) 81 at 91-96. The health effects of colder
indoor ambient temperatures have been less well-studied in Canada. A recent study in Ontario found that cold weather
contributed to excess deaths in the province. It concluded that further research was required to define high-risk groups.
According to the study authors, those most vulnerable are likely the homeless and people with inadequately heated housing.
See Hong Chen & Jun Wang, “Assessment of the effect of cold and hot temperatures on mortality in Ontario, Canada: a
population-based study,” (2016) 4:1 Can Med Assoc Journal Open, E-48 - E-58 at E-48. The health impacts associated with
high indoor ambient temperatures are also relevant to the issue of electricity consumption and energy poverty. However, they
are not discussed in any detail in this paper.
77
United Way of Bruce Grey, Fact Sheet, Energy Savings and Hot Water Tanks: how to safely save energy costs (November
2016).
78
Energy poverty can cause a household to be “precariously housed,” which some regard as a form of homelessness. Various
housing advocates and researchers emphasize that homelessness exists on a spectrum with housing stress (spending on shelter
exceeding 30% of household income) at one end of the spectrum and absolute homelessness at the other. See Daniel Hiebert,
Silvia D’Addario et al, The Profile of Absolute and Relative Homelessness Among Immigrants, Refugee Claimants in the
GRVD: Final Report, Mosaic, 2005 at 28 & 35. See also Paul Rollinson, “Homelessness in Rural America,” in D.
Marcouiller et al, eds, Rural Housing, Ex-urbanization and Amenity-driven Development (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2011)
223-236 at 228.
79
Markowski & Scott, supra note 62 at 4.
80
David Bruce, Housing Needs of Low-income People Living in Rural Areas (Ottawa, Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation, 2003) at ii – v [Bruce]
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Energy choices are more limited in rural areas in Ontario and there is continued reliance on electricity
for space heating and water heating. Reliable data on the number of rural households that rely on
electricity as a primary or supplementary heat source are not available. More data is needed on the
energy mix for rural Ontarians in order to gain a better understanding of its role in exacerbating rural
energy poverty. 81 A more detailed discussion of this issue is provided in Appendix Two.

2.2.1 Socio-economic conditions and trends

There are various socio-economic factors that suggest that energy poverty will cut more deeply and
more broadly in rural Ontario than in urban centres. 82 These include demographic trends, lower
employment and earnings compared to urban areas, a high prevalence of low-income households in
certain zones and higher rates of dependency generally. 83
With regard to demographic trends, rural Ontario’s population is declining and aging. Changes from
2001 to 2011 are fairly dramatic. While the urban population increased by just over 15%, the rural and
small town population declined by 7.3%. There has been considerable “out-migration” of young and
working age people. Seniors are more prevalent in rural Ontario. The share of seniors in rural Ontario is
19.3 percent compared to 13.6 percent in urban Ontario.
Labour participation rates are lower in rural Ontario and there are higher rates of unemployment.
The average participation rate is highest in urban areas and declines as the degree of rurality rises. The
difference is most pronounced in remote areas of the province. There have been no upward trends in job
growth in rural Ontario for at least a decade. In August 2015, employment had declined to the lowest
level since December 2002. The percentage of the population having employment income declines as
one moves further from dense population centres (the percentage of individuals aged 15 to 64 that is

81

Statistics Canada and Natural Resources Canada have compiled some recent data on home heating practices in Ontario but
it is not segregated by region or by rural or urban areas. There are also issues with the reliability of the data. See Natural
Resources Canada, Survey of Household Energy Use: 2011 - Detailed Statistical Report (Ottawa, author, 2014).
82
This is not to suggest that energy poverty is restricted to rural areas.
83
The main sources for this section of the paper are the following: Bakhtiar Moazzami, Strengthening Rural Canada: Fewer
and Older: The Coming Demographic Crisis in Rural Ontario (Strengthening Rural Canada, Essential Skills Canada, 2014)
at 1-5, 14-15, 18-20, 45-46 and the following publications of the Rural Ontario Institute: Fact Sheet: Non-metro incidence of
low income, Focus on Rural Ontario, Vol. 3, No. 17, 2015; Fact Sheet: Focus on Rural Ontario: Non-metro income: Levels
and trends, Focus on Rural Ontario, Vol.3, No. 16, 2015 Fact Sheet: Non-metro employment trends, Focus on Rural Ontario,
Vol 3, No. 6, 2015; Fact Sheet: Non-metro low income gap, Focus on Rural Ontario, Vol 3, No. 18, 2015. See also Bruce,
supra note 80, in particular page 2. Additional sources are also cited below. “Dependency” refers to benefits dependency.
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employed in rural areas ranges from 81.5 % (in rural areas with a strong link to population centres)
down to 70.4% in remote areas).
The difference in earned income between urban and rural areas of Ontario is also worth noting. The
average annual earnings in urban areas equaled $41,697 which is much higher than average earnings in
rural areas which range from $39,200 to $27,437. They decline as the degree of rurality rises. These
trends appear to be consistent with historical rural/urban trends across Canada. Given the above, it is not
surprising that the incidence of low income households is higher in rural areas. The share of the rural
population that is residing in a family unit with income below the Low-Income Measure was 14% in
2013.
The percentage of low-income incidence is over 20% in certain rural regions, including northern
Hastings County. In Tudor and Cashel Township in Hastings County, 39 percent of households are lowincome. 84 The lowest median income districts in Ontario are found in rural areas and some city centres –
the highest median income districts are on the fringe of urban Census Metropolitan Areas. 85
The rate of dependency in rural areas is also higher. It ranges from 9.5% to as high as 26%. The rate
rises as the degree of rurality increases. The rate of 26% is for remote areas in Ontario (this is
approximately 2.8 times higher than the rate of dependency in urban areas.
A CMHC study on the housing needs of low-income people in rural areas attempted to identify the
“low-income universe” in rural areas. 86 While there were some differences among different kinds of
rural communities, the following were consistently found among almost all different types of rural
communities: working poor families, single parent households, single persons, and seniors. A large
proportion of Aboriginal households, if present, are also low-income. 87 There are hundreds of First
Nations communities spread out through rural and remote parts of Ontario. The vast majority of these

84

The Low-Income Measure refers to the Low-Income Measure – After Tax (LIM-AT). Income statistics broken down by
census subdivision are compiled as part of the 2011 National Household Survey of Statistics Canada. See Statistics Canada,
2011 National Household Survey: Data tables; See also Statistics Canada, Geography Division, 2011 - Ontario Region –
Percentage of the population below after-tax low-income measure in 2010 by 2011 census subdivision (CSD), 2011 National
Household Survey, online.
85
Based on 2001 census data. See Ivan P. Fellegi, Population and socio-economic trends in Ontario, Statistics Canada,
February 17th, 2007 (power point presentation) at slide 15, online: Citizens Assembly.gov.on.ca
86

The study involved a literature review, a statistical review and 12 community case studies, three of which were Ontario
communities. See Bruce, supra note 80 at 7-8.
87
Bruce, supra note 80 at i, 15-19.
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communities would be served by Hydro One. The income gap between Aboriginal peoples and the rest
of Canadians is well documented. 88

2.2.2 Households that are vulnerable to energy poverty – what the research tells us
In-depth energy poverty research has been conducted on some jurisdictions. Examples include the
U.K. and the state of Nebraska where energy poverty has been the focus of substantive research over a
period of several years. Energy poverty assessments provide a snapshot of the kinds of households that
appear to be the most vulnerable to energy poverty. Factors include household income as well as the
make-up of the household unit and the type and age of a dwelling. There are some similar trends from
this research. These include:
•

A correlation between lower income and the extent of energy poverty (affordability gap)

•

Single, one-person households having higher odds of being energy poor

•

Households living in older properties are more likely to be energy poor than those who live in
more recently built dwellings 89

In the U.K., the average annual energy poverty gap in monetary terms is close to twice as high for rural
areas compared to urban areas. 90
2.3 The situation in rural Ontario
Stories that have been recounted in the media during the summer and fall of 2016 suggest that
many rural customers of Hydro One are struggling to pay mounting electricity bills. Several have fallen
into arrears and have faced disconnection. They include single person households, often women who are
elderly, single-parent households, householders on disability benefits or pensions, as well as retired
couples on a fixed income, and families with young children, among others. Bills of more than $500 a

88

Ministry of Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation, First Nations map, accessed Nov. 2, 2016; See also Daniel Wilson
and David Macdonald, The Income Gap Between Aboriginal Peoples and the Rest of Canada (Ottawa: Canadian Centre for
Policy Alternatives, 2010) at 3, 6-8.
89
Center for Public Affairs Research, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Nebraska Energy Burden Study 2016 Update, April
14, 2016 (power point) at slide 17.See Great Britain: Department of Energy and Climate Change, Fuel Poverty: a Framework
for Future Action (Analytical Annex), 2013 at 16. See Great Britain: Department of Energy and Climate Change, Fuel
Poverty: Methodology Handbook, June 2016 (updated September 2016), at 10
90
As reported in documents accompanying the 2013 U.K. Fuel Poverty framework for action, the gap was 588 British
pounds in rural areas compared with 361 British pounds in urban areas. See Great Britain: Department of Energy and Climate
Change, Fuel Poverty: a Framework for Future Action, 2013 – Analytical Annex, 2013 at 10.
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month for single person households do not seem out of the ordinary. 91 Several customers who rely on
electric heat spoke of bills ranging from $600 to $1,000 a month. 92 Those that use electricity as
supplementary heat in the winter still face monthly bills of $350. High bills during the winter months
have forced families to switch off their electric baseboards and switch to wood heat. This not an option
for some customers, especially those who are elderly, ill, or are challenged with disabilities. One family
in Parry Sound with young children shut off their electric baseboards and relocated to the basement to
curtail their electricity consumption. They face mounting arrears and worry that they will lose their
water if their electricity is cut off. There are these and other examples of extreme energy poverty, many
involving customers who are elderly, disabled or caring for a sick family member. Several are
sacrificing their food budget to pay their electricity bill. 93 The United Way of Bruce Grey has been
working to assist a single woman who lives in a modest bungalow on the Bruce Peninsula. Her monthly
income under the Ontario Disability Support Program is $1200. Her monthly electricity bill from Hydro
One is close to $500 a month, roughly 40% of her income. 94 A low-income senior in her 70s had to seek
emergency financial assistance last year. Her bill was $800 and she was threatened with disconnection. 95
These anecdotal accounts help to paint a picture of the human dimension of energy poverty for
rural customers of Hydro One. Absent any specific detailed research on this topic, an energy poverty
evaluation was conducted for generic low-income households that are low-density (R2) customers of
Hydro One. Newly-published data on customer arrears were also reviewed. The results of these analyses
are discussed below.
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A semi-retired nurse in her 70s lives in a modest home with a propane stove and water heater. She has an electric heat
pump to heat her home. During January and February of 2016, her electricity bill was close to $500.00. Ontario, Legislative
Assembly, Official Report of Debates (Hansard), 41st Parl., 2nd Sess., Standing Committee on Justice Policy (Ontario Rebate
for Consumer’s Act), 3 October 2016 at at JP-14 to JP-15 (Marguerite Thomas).
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Brian Hill, “Hydro horror stories: tales from rural Ontario,” Global News, July 16, 2016. This story includes emails that
were sent in by Hydro One rural customers, online at: http://globalnews.ca/news/2815666/hydro-horror-stories-tales-fromrural-ontario/ [Brian Hill]
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Brian Hill, ibid; See also, Jacques Bourbeau, “Rural Ontarians left in the dark as electricity bills skyrocket,” Global News,
updated July 12, 2016; Laurie Monsebratten, “Pensioner Left in the Dark after Hydro Pulls the Plug,” The Toronto Star, July
27, 2016, CBC Radio (The Current), “People have to choose between heating and eating: Rising hydro costs hit Ontarians,”
September 1, 2016 (full transcript).
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Ontario, Legislative Assembly, Official Report of Debates (Hansard), 41st Parl., 2nd Sess., Standing Committee on Justice
Policy (Ontario Rebate for Consumer’s Act), 3 October 2016 at JP-25 (Francesca Dobbyn).
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Ibid at JP-27 to JP-28 (Lynda Thomas)
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2.3.1 Arrears and Disconnections
Arrears and disconnection data for the years 2013 – 2015 was recently published by the Ontario Energy
Board. Data for the period prior to 2012 is not available. 96 Overall, the number of Hydro One customers
in arrears has risen dramatically in the past three years as has the average amount of arrears owed per
customer. Some of the key observations that can be drawn from this data are presented below.
It is important to note that Hydro One has 982,954 97 year-round residential customers, roughly
22% of all residential customers in Ontario. The other 78 percent are customers of the other utilities. The
arrears data indicates that most Ontario utilities had some residential customers in arrears at the year-end
of 2013, 2014, and 2015. 98 However, close to one-quarter of Hydro One’s residential customers -225,952 residential households – were in arrears at the end of 2015. This represents 40 percent of all
residential customers in arrears province-wide.
With regard to low-income customers of Hydro One, the amount of their bills exceeds their
ability to pay by an increasing margin. The average amount of arrears owed by low-income customers at
the end of 2013 was $664.58. This amount increased by 96 % to over $1300 in 2015. Difficulties with
bill payment extend beyond low-income customers. The OEB estimated that there are 122,898 potential
low-income households served by Hydro One. 99 The number of households in arrears at the end of 2015
was close to double that figure. This suggests that thousands of non low-income customers of Hydro
One could be facing energy poverty in addition to low-income customers.
The arrears data that is publicly available is not broken down by customer class. Given the
significant difference in the distribution charges paid by Hydro One’s rural customers, segregated data
would inform our understanding of the impact of the differential rates on Hydro One residential
customers. When the Board was asked to provide this kind of breakdown, it confirmed that it does not
96

Ontario Energy Board, Backgrounder: Consumer protection, utility data and low-income support programs, August 17,
2016 at 2. Arrears and disconnection data for all Ontario electricity distributors was compiled in a table prepared by the
Ontario Energy Board, see Ontario Energy Board, “Data Reported by Electricity Distributors for All Residential
Households,” 216. See also Ontario Energy Board, Electricity Reporting and Record Keeping Requirements. The most up-todate version of the requirements are dated May 3, 2016 – May 3, 2016 version accessed on Nov 3, 2016.
97
Totals do not include Hydro One’s seasonal residential customers.
98
There are roughly 70 electricity distributors. They vary widely in terms of the number of customers and the percentage of
customers in arrears. In 2015 it was as low as one percent for Algoma Power Inc., less than one percent for Newmarket-Tay
Power Distribution Ltd. Kitchener-Wilmott Hydro had 7% of customers in arrears, while Kingston Hydro had 7.5%. Power
Stream was higher with a total of 17% in arrears.
99
The data does not represent all low-income Hydro One customers who may be in arrears. “Eligible low-income customers
are those who have applied for and found to be eligible for either of the OEB’s assistance programs (LEAP or OESP).
According to Hydro One, they also included households that had submitted documentation to indicate that they were
receiving social benefits – email to author, Hydro One Networks Inc., November 7, 2016. Ontario Energy Board,
Presentation to the Financial Assistance Working Group, Ontario Electricity Support Program, September 3, 2015 (power
point deck).
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ask Hydro One to segregate its data by customer class. 100 Furthermore, Hydro One declined to provide
this information when requested. 101
However, some regional data from 2016 has been collected by the United Way of Bruce Grey. It
shows that Hydro One low-density (R2) customers had significantly higher average arrears than other
Hydro One residential customers. The data is presented below. It is important to note that these numbers
represent average arrears for low-income customers. 102
For Low-density customers (R2)

- $1,224.49 (52 customers)

For Medium-density customers (R1)

- $ 935.92 (65 customers)

For Urban-density customers (UR)

- $ 707.68. (126 customers)

2.4 Results of an energy poverty analysis for low-income rural customers of Hydro One
Households with incomes somewhat below the Low-Income Measure-After Tax (LIM-AT) 103
were used for the comparison as well as households receiving benefits under Ontario Works (OW) and
the Ontario Disability Support Program (ODSP). 104 Total income for households (one to four persons)
were broken down to arrive at a monthly income. From there, the six percent energy affordability
benchmark was calculated to determine each household’s energy affordability threshold in dollars. The
“affordable energy expenditure amount” for each household was then compared against a monthly bill
for a Hydro One rural low-density (R2) customer using an estimated consumption value. Data on
individual consumption patterns for these Hydro One customers (e.g. single person vs. large family, etc.)
is not available.

105

The comparison was performed for a monthly bill as of Nov. 1, 2016 (with the
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Email, Ontario Energy Board, OEB FILE No. IRE-2016-0929 - Distributors (RRR) - 2.1.2 - Customer Numbers –
Response, August 30, 2016
101
Email, Regulatory Affairs, Hydro One Networks Inc. dated October 26, 2016, Hydro
102
The United Way serves as an intake agency for two provincial utility assistance programs and also provides direct
assistance to households struggling to pay their utility bills. Data (excel spreadsheet) provided by Francesca Dobbyn,
Executive Director of the United Way of Bruce Grey. See United Way of Bruce Grey, Selected data on electricity customer
arrears for Hydro One Networks Inc. customers for the period January 1, 2016 to September 23, 2016 (finalized and
completed Hydro One applicants processed by the United Way of Bruce Grey for Bruce Grey Counties only) – Excel
spreadsheet [United Way of Bruce Grey, Selected data on electricity customer arrears (Hydro One), 2016]
103
LIM-AT refers to Statistics Canada’s Low-Income Measure – After Tax. These low-income thresholds are geared to
household size.
104
The analysis for households receiving Ontario OW and ODSP considered total benefit income.
105
A monthly customer bill for 1,000 kWh of electricity along with all other charges and HST (including the deduction from
the rural rate protection credit of $31.50) is $285.52.105 Testimonials of Hydro One customers indicate that several pay that
amount or more, depending on the season. The average monthly consumption of Hydro One customers is higher than for
other “typical” households served by other utilities which means higher expenditures as a proportion of household income
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monthly RRRP credit in effect at that time. It was also conducted taking the new eight percent rebate
and increased RRRP credit amount (which were to take effect on January 1, 2017). 106 Both scenarios
include monthly credits that would be available to eligible low-income households under the new
Ontario Energy Support Program (OESP). Additional analyses evaluated the degree of energy poverty
for low-density (R2) households that rely on electric heat for some or all of their space heating.
The analysis reveals that low-income households that are rural low-density (R2) customers of
Hydro One, in particular those receiving OW and the ODSP, were experiencing energy poverty in 2016.
The gap was magnified for households that use electricity for some home heating. Households with one
or two persons were experiencing the most significant burden, even with the OESP credit. When the
government’s new measures (effective January 1, 2017) are taken into account, the size of the energy
poverty gap is reduced but is not eliminated for most low-income households. The mitigative effects on
households using electric heat are marginal. The calculations are presented in two tables in Appendix
Three.

and thus a higher energy burden. See detailed discussion of Hydro One rural customer consumption patterns. The analysis
uses some variants of a 1,000 kWh bill, taking household size into account.
106
See Office of the Premier, Backgrounder: Regulation and Fee Changes Coming Into Force January 1, 2017 (December 20,
2016). See also Ontario Rebate for Electricity Consumers Act, S.O. 2016, c 19. With regard to enhanced rural or remote rate
protection, see O.Reg 365/16 amending O.Reg 442/01. O.Reg 365/16 was filed on November 18, 2016. Ministry of Energy
had posted a proposal on the government’s regulatory registry to amend O. Reg. 442/01 to increase the total amount of rate
protection available for eligible consumers each year from a maximum of $127 million to a maximum of $237 million. The
proposal also indicated that the Ministry is “considering options to periodically adjust the maximum amount of rate
protection available going forward,” but no further details were provided. Ontario’s Regulatory Registry 16-ENE007, Posted
September 28, 2016. Hydro One forecasted that the additional amount of rate protection for R2 customers will actually be
$27.40 monthly, bringing the total RRRP to $58.90 (based on an additional $110 million / 334,551 R2 customers forecast for
2017). Hydro One Networks Distribution 2015-2017 Rate Application – 2017 Draft Rate Order, submitted October 7, 2016,
Attachment 1 at 5.
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3. THE INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS DIMENSIONS OF ENERGY ACCESS
Here in the developed world, we take access to energy services such as electricity for granted.
However, nearly 1.3 billion people globally – about four times the population of the United States – do
not have access to electricity. 107 Twice as many still rely on “traditional biomass” for cooking and
heating. Most live in Sub-Saharan Africa and Asia. 108
Lack of access to electricity and other modern energy services has long been recognized as a
serious barrier to development. There are strong arguments for universal access to energy as a means to
alleviate poverty and generate progressive improvement in quality of life and living standards. The
World Energy Assessment Report (2000) provided an eloquent description of the energy-development
connection:
“Energy services are a crucial input to the primary development challenge of providing adequate
food, shelter, clothing, water, sanitation, medical care, schooling, and access to
information…Energy supports the provision of basic needs such as cooked food, a comfortable
living temperature, lighting, the use of appliances, piped water or sewerage, essential
healthcare…education, communication and transport. Energy also fuels productive activities
including agriculture, manufacture … Conversely, lack of access to energy contributes to poverty
and deprivation and can contribute to economic decline. 109

Access to energy is absent from the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development (1991) and
Agenda 21. 110 It has often been cited as the “missing Millennium Development Goal” given that energy
availability (or lack thereof) was an “essential input” for attainment of most of the Millennium
Development Goals including improvements in child and maternal health and access to water and
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International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2012 (Paris: author, 2012); Faith Birol, “Achieving Energy for All
Will Not Cost the Earth,” in Antoine Halff et al (eds) Energy poverty: global challenges and local solutions,” (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2015), online via Scholars Portal Books, at 1 [Faith Birol]
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Faith Birol, ibid.
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United Nations Development Programme, World Energy Assessment: Energy and the Challenge of Sustainability, 1980 at
44, as cited in Bradbrook & Gardam, supra note 64 at 393.
110
Bradbrook & Gardam provide an overview of international developments related to the debate over access to energy issue
including developments in international law related to sustainable development. Energy access is not referenced in either the
Rio Declaration on Environment and Development or Agenda 21. According to Bradbrook and Gardam, a draft chapter on
energy was deleted from the final text of Agenda 21 due to strong opposition from oil-producing nations. See Bradbrook &
Gardam, supra note 64 at 399-404.
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sanitation. 111 However, momentum toward formal recognition of the need for universal energy access
has escalated recently. “Access to affordable, reliable sustainable modern energy for all” is one of the
new 2015 global sustainable development goals. 112 This far-reaching goal seeks to address inequities in
access while driving momentum towards more efficient, clean energy sources. 113
Countries that are not providing their population with critical services, like water and electricity,
are arguably in violation of international human rights law as set out in several international and regional
human rights agreements. In the Global north, physical access to electricity services is generally not an
issue. 114 Rather, energy injustice and inequality stems mainly from energy poverty and barriers that arise
when energy costs take up a disproportionate amount of household income (i.e. “economic access”).
This section of the paper explores State obligations with regard to the right to adequate housing
and affordability of essential services like electricity and examines Canada’s compliance with its
international human rights obligations with regard to these human rights entitlements.

3.1 The Right of Access to Energy as a Human Right

While there is no stand-alone human right to energy per se, services like electricity are integral to
several rights including the right to an adequate standard of living which incorporates the right to
adequate housing, the right to health and even the right to life. In rural areas, access to safe water and
sanitation is dependent upon electricity access.
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United Nations Industrial Development Organization, Note by the Secretariat – UNIDO activities in the field of energy
and environment,” UNGC.13/18, 12 November 2009 at 3. See International Institute of Applied Energy Analysis, “Chapter
2: Energy Poverty and Development,” in Thomas B. Johansson et al (eds.), Global Energy Assessment: Towards a
Sustainable Future (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012) at 153. See also Bradbrook & Gardam, supra note 64 at
403-404.
112
See Goal 7 of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, 2015. See General Assembly resolution 70/1,
Transforming our world: the 2030 agenda for sustainable development, UNGA Doc. A/RES/70/1 (October 21, 2015).Target
7.1 under Goal 7 establishes a timeline for achievement of the goal – the year 2030. While the benefits of energy access for
all seem self-evident, the societal costs associated with the exploration, production, distribution and consumption of energy,
especially carbon-based energy sources, is significant. Greenhouse gas emissions, air pollutants and the environmental and
social risks associated with energy projects are just some examples of these costs.
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The second aspect of the sustainable energy goal (more efficient and cleaner energy sources) is intended to address the
negative impacts of emissions of greenhouse gases and other pollutants from energy production, distribution and
consumption. See Sustainable Energy for All, Backgrounder, online: http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/pdf/SEFA.pdf
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It should be noted some communities in North America do not have access to the electricity grid. For example, several
members of the Navajo Nation in the United States do not have electricity service. See Alysa Landry, “Not Alone in the
Dark: Navajo Nation’s Lack of Electricity Problem, Indian Country Today Media Network, November 2, 2015 at 1-3. A nonpolluting and reliable electricity supply is also not available to several remote communities in Northern Canada, including
First Nations communities in northern Ontario which depend upon diesel generation for their power needs.
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There are various formulations of the right to an adequate standard of living but all focus on the
basic necessities of life. Under the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 115
(ICESCR) the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living is recognized, “including adequate
food, clothing and housing, and to the continuous improvement of living conditions.” 116 Under other
international instruments, these rights are also accorded to particular vulnerable groups such as children,
the disabled and women. 117
Rural women are singled out for special protections under the 1979 Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). They have a specific entitlement
to electricity, as well as to housing, sanitation and water, as part of their right to adequate living
conditions, without discrimination.” 118
Under the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Indigenous peoples
have the right, without discrimination, to the improvement of their economic and social conditions,
including, inter alia, housing, sanitation, health and social security. 119

3.1.1 The right of access to energy as part of the right to adequate housing
Access to energy is an inherent part of the right to adequate housing. The various requirements for
adequate housing are explored here. In 1991, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(CESCR) which monitors State compliance with the ICESCR issued an important General Comment on
the right to housing under Article 11 of the Covenant. The Committee underlined that the right to
115

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 16 December 1966, 993 UNTS 3; 6 ILM 368, (entered
into force 3 January 1976). [ICESCR]
116 See article 11(1) of the ICESCR. International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, Article 25(1) provides that “everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the
health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social
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(1948) 71
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See Article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, GA Res 217A (III), UNGAOR, 3rd Sess, Supp No 13, UN
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Women 18 December 1979. UNTS vol. 1249, p. 13 (entered into force 3 September 1981) (CEDAW); See Article 24 of the
Convention on the Rights of the Child, 20 November, 1989, UNTS, vol. 1577, p. 3 (entered into force 2 September 1990); See
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3 (entered into force on 3 May 2008). Article 28 of the Convention specifies persons with disabilities have a right to an
“adequate standard of living for themselves and their families, including adequate food, clothing and housing, and to the
continuous improvement of living conditions…”
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See article 14 of the CEDAW, supra note 117.
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Particular attention shall be paid to the rights and special needs of indigenous elders, women, youth, children and persons
with disabilities. See Article 21(1) of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, UNGAOR, 61st
Sess., U.N. Doc. A/RES/61/295 (2 October 2007)
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housing is not merely having a roof over one’s head. “The right to housing should not be interpreted in a
narrow or restrictive sense….it should be seen as the right to live somewhere in security, peace and
dignity.” 120 Security of tenure is one key requirement. In terms of physical characteristics, a home must
be habitable and certain services, materials, facilities and infrastructure must be available. It must also
be affordable. 121 These last three requirements involve access to energy and are discussed below.
3.1.1.1 Habitability – a matter of health and quality of life
Living in a home that is structurally unsound, in a state of disrepair, or without adequate warmth
in the winter months is a threat to health and well-being. In the Committee’s view, inadequate and
deficient housing and living conditions are “invariably associated with higher rates of mortality and
morbidity.” 122 Housing that is “habitable” has adequate space and protects inhabitants from cold, damp,
heat, rain, wind or other threats to health, structural hazards and disease vectors. 123 The connections
between habitable housing and access to energy for warmth or cooling are evident.

3.1.1.2 Access to essential services, materials, facilities and infrastructure
According to the CESCR, all beneficiaries of the right to adequate housing should have, among other
things, sustainable access to safe drinking water, energy for cooking, heating and lighting, sanitation and
washing facilities, means of food storage, and refuse disposal. These services, facilities and
infrastructure are “essential” for health, security, comfort and nutrition. 124
In the course of state periodic review, the CESCR has reinforced the notion that access to certain
services and infrastructure are essential pre-requisites for adequate housing. Recently the Committee has
observed in its Concluding Observations on State reports that housing conditions for Roma populations
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Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, The right to adequate housing (art. 11 (1) of the Covenant): General
Comment 4, UNCESCROR GC 4, 6th Sess., UN Doc E/1992/23 (1991). [CESCR, General Comment No. 4]
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According to the CESCR under General Comment No. 4, other key requirements for adequate housing are accessibility,
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Commonwealth L Bull 471 – 501 at 473, referencing the ICJ’s decision in in Ahmadou Sadio Diallo (Republic of Guinea) v.
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in various countries across Europe are “substandard” as they lack “basic services” such as electricity,
and safe drinking water and sanitation. 125
The European Committee on Social Rights has also elaborated on the scope of housing
entitlements under the European Social Charter 126 in several cases involving Roma families and
Travellers. In the 2015 decision of European Roma Rights Centre (ERRC) v. Ireland, the Committee
stated:
The right to housing permits the exercise of many other rights – both civil and political
as well as economic, social and cultural. It is also of central importance to the family. In
order to satisfy Article 16 states must promote the provision of an adequate supply of
housing … and ensure that existing housing be of an adequate standard and include
essential services (such as heating and electricity).” 127

UN Special Rapporteurs on the Right to Adequate Housing have also emphasized that housing
adequacy requires access to potable water, electricity, and sanitation, all of which are “basic,”
“necessary,” or “essential” services. 128 The current Special Rapporteur, Leilani Farha, has underscored
how utilities and services are necessary to ensure the quality and habitability of housing. 129 According to
Farha, as many as one in three households in Latin America and the Caribbean have inadequate housing,
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See for example, Concluding Observations of the CESCR for Greece (2015), Roumania (2014), Serbia (2014) and
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Rapporteur, Miloon Kothari: Mission to Cambodia, Commission on Human Rights, Sixty-second session,
E/CN.4/2006/41/Add.3, 21 March 2006 at 47; Mission to Brazil, Commission on Human Rights, Sixty-first session,
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paras. 16, 21
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“meaning housing that is either unsuitable for habitation, built with poor materials or lacks basic
services.” 130
The foregoing confirms that there is a right of physical access to electricity that must be assured
by States under international human rights the law. The next section discusses the second dimension of
accessibility – economic accessibility.
3.1.1.3 Economic Access
The human rights framework does not rule out tariffs and user contributions for essential
services. According to the Special Rapporteur on the human right to safe drinking water and sanitation,
Léo Heller, “these services do not have to be available free of charge. The human rights framework
recognizes that revenues have to be raised in order to ensure universal access to services. 131 That said,
States must also assure economic accessibility. Electricity services must be affordable. The direct and
indirect costs and charges associated with securing electricity and other energy services must be
affordable to all and must not compromise or threaten the realization of other rights such as the right to
health or education. 132 Non-discrimination is another key dimension of accessibility for essential
services. In the words of the CESCR, services “must be accessible to all, including the most vulnerable
or marginalized sections of the population, without discrimination.” 133
In a recent report on her visit to Cabo Verde in 2015, Leilani Farha reiterated that the realization
of the right to housing depends upon ensuring that costs and charges for housing-related services are
economically accessible. While Cabo Verde has made steady progress in ensuring access to services
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such as electricity and water, “affordability of these services remains an acute problem.” Electricity rates
are among the highest in Africa and one-quarter of the population lives well below the poverty line. 134
International human rights law stipulates that housing-related costs should not jeopardize
household access or enjoyment of other basic needs and must be kept to a reasonable proportion of
household income. 135 As discussed in Section 2 of this paper, electricity costs are part of the bundle of
expenses borne by a household as part of housing/shelter costs.
Léo Heller calls on States to implement safeguards when setting tariffs to ensure that the cost of
access for essential services is affordable and meets the needs of marginalized groups and individuals. 136
According to Leilani Farha, a human rights perspective calls for specific measures to regulate the costs
of shelter-related charges for services like electricity “in line with minimum and average incomes...” 137
Furthermore, measures and mechanisms must be put in place “to mitigate the impact of high costs in the
standard of living on low-income individuals and households (such as with adequate subsidies, lower
tariffs,…etc.).” 138 There are some commentators who argue that a human rights orientation precludes
individuals from being disconnected from use of essential minimum amounts of electricity because of
inability to pay. According to Stephen Tully, full cost recovery can be balanced against equity
consideration through subsidies for low-income consumers. 139
3.2 Energy underpins several other human rights
Essential services like electricity are necessary for health, security and comfort. 140 Access to
energy is tied to basic rights and entitlements that are needed to satisfy or maintain a sufficient,
134
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functioning and healthful everyday life. 141 Everyone needs energy services such as warmth, hot water
and lighting. These are not discretionary expenditures. 142 Back in 1993 the World Commission on the
Environment and Development stated that “Energy is necessary for daily survival.” 143
The African Commission of Human and People’s Rights recognized how essential services like
electricity are fundamental to the right to health. In the 1995 case of Free Legal Assistance Group v.
Zaire, the Commission found that the government’s failure to provide basic services such as safe
drinking water and electricity as well as an adequate supply of medicine constituted a violation of the
right to health under Article 16 the African Charter of Human and People’s Rights. 144
Access to drinking water and sanitation is now a stand-alone human right which is inextricably
linked to the right to health as well as the right to life and human dignity. 145 In rural areas, access to
water depends upon electricity. Electricity allows for the pumping of clean groundwater and its
distribution through a household. Energy can also be used to boil, purify, disinfect, and store water. 146
This is not a situation that is restricted to the developing world. Rural households in Ontario, unlike
residences in towns and cities, are generally not hooked up to a municipal water supply. 147 When
electricity service is disconnected in a rural household the ramifications go beyond the loss of power for
lighting, cooking, refrigeration, and warmth. It also violates the right to water and sanitation. When
electricity is cut off, the taps quickly run dry, leaving no water for drinking or cooking, let alone
showering and bathing, washing dishes, doing laundry, using a toilet, or other uses. Discontinuation of a
141
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143
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residence’s electricity supply and sanitation constitutes a “defacto eviction,” according to former UN
Special Rapporteur, Raquel Rolnick. 148
Hydro One disconnected close to 10,000 customers in 2015. 149 It appears that distributors are not
required to undertake vulnerability assessments prior to disconnecting electrical service. Stakeholders
like Health Providers Against Poverty (HPAP) have drawn attention to effects of service disconnections
on the sick and elderly. According to a spokesperson for the HPAP, Hydro One disconnected a
terminally-ill woman who was dying at home during the summer of 2016. 150 Cancer patient advocates
suggest that terminally-ill patients are a vulnerable and hidden group suffering from energy poverty. 151
As discussed in Section 2, energy poverty can have other significant repercussions for
individuals and families. Turning down the thermostat is a common way to save costs for households
living in energy poverty. However, lower than optimum household temperatures lead to a reduced level
of comfort, mental stress, and greater risk of disease and even death, especially for vulnerable groups
such as the elderly. 152 Reports confirm that rural households in Ontario with the elderly and young
children shut down electric baseboards and go without heat overnight to save on electricity costs. 153
That these deprivations violate the human right to dignity, security and life itself seem obvious,
yet historically, human rights related to adequate housing and other social supports have not been treated
as an aspect of the right to life. Efforts to translate the full suite of rights set out in the UN Declaration of
Human Rights (which included civil, political and economic and social rights) into a single binding
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covenant were unsuccessful after 1948. 154 This artificial separation of economic, social and cultural
rights was a product of the geopolitics of the Cold War. 155 However, the current UN doctrine that all
human rights are universal, indivisible and interrelated was agreed to in 1993 in the Vienna Declaration
and Program of Action. 156 This distinction between these two sets of rights at the universal level has
been challenged by the jurisprudence of the regional human rights treaty bodies and courts as well as by
regional state practice. 157 Furthermore, many modern national constitutions include legally enforceable
economic, social and cultural rights within their lists of fundamental rights, notably in South Africa,
Thailand, Indonesia, Brazil, Argentina, Bolivia, and Ecuador. 158
Leilani Farha has advocated recently for increased recognition of the connections between the
right to life and housing before the UN Human Rights Committee (HRC), which is in the process of
reviewing its General Comment on the right to life. Farha suggested that the jurisprudence and
commentary of the HRC has reinforced the separation between the right to life and deprivations
resulting from inadequate housing conditions and homelessness. 159 In her view, the time is right for a revisioning of the right to life given that governments “take guidance from the Committee as to the nature
of their obligations to protect the right to life and how this right should be interpreted and applied…” 160
154
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Indications are that the HRC is prepared to depart from the traditional parameters of the right to life. A
November 2016 version of the draft comment prescribes that States have a duty to take appropriate
measures to address the general conditions in society that might eventually give rise to direct threats to
life or prevent individuals from enjoying their right to life with dignity. Both short-term and long-term
measures for ensuring adequate conditions for protecting the right to life were listed. 161
A more expansive definition of the right to life by the Human Rights Committee may, as Farha
suggested, influence governments’ and domestic courts’ interpretation of the right to life and
deprivations of human rights like adequate housing that are connected to the right to life and human
security and dignity. 162 In Canada, this may heighten the significance accorded to violations of adequate
housing such as homelessness and energy poverty and open the door to advancing redress for violations
of social and economic rights through section 7 Charter claims.

3.3 Canada’s violation of the right of economic access for rural customers of Hydro One

Canada’s obligation with regard to the right of access to electricity, primarily as part of the right
to adequate housing and an adequate standard of living are spelled out in several international treaty
instruments including the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights and other
treaties dedicated to the rights of children and people with disabilities. 163 Rural women are singled out
for special protections under the CEDAW. 164 The right of access to electricity is also closely linked to
the right to health, the right to water, and the right to life.
States have a three-pronged duty to respect, protect, and fulfill the human rights of individuals.
States are also obligated to guarantee these rights to everyone without discrimination. 165 International
161
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human rights law recognizes that ESC rights cannot be realized in their full scope overnight. However,
States must take appropriate measures towards the full realization of ESC rights to the maximum of their
available resources 166 and steps toward that goal must be taken within a reasonably short time after the
obligations take legal effect. It has been over 40 years since Canada ratified the ICESCR, and more than
20 years since human rights guarantees to rural women under CEDAW took effect. Given Canada’s
economic status, the time allowed for progressive realization of the right of access to energy in all its
dimensions has clearly expired.
Furthermore, international human rights law requires that State action to realize human rights
obligations “should be deliberate, concrete and targeted as clearly as possible towards meeting the
obligations.” 167 Vulnerable members of society must be protected by the adoption of targeted programs,
irrespective of resource constraints or economic recession or other factors. 168 Rights holders also have a
legitimate expectation, based on the principle of good faith, that all administrative authorities will take
account of the requirements of the Covenant in their decision-making. 169
This section of the paper examines whether the right of access to energy (in this particular case,
electricity) is respected, protected, and fulfilled for rural Ontarians. It will be argued that Canada, by
virtue of inaction or inadequate compliance by the Province of Ontario, is violating the right of rural
Ontario customers to access energy that is affordable as well as other international human rights by
implication such as the right to health, the right to water and sanitation and the right to life. The two
main components of State activity that have a bearing on the access to affordable energy are the setting
of tariffs and provision of mitigation measures such as cross-subsidization. The discussion below centres
on these two elements.
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3.3.1 Rate decisions of the Ontario Energy Board
The issue in Ontario is not physical access to electricity, as all distributors under the province are
required to provide customers with access. 170 Ontario’s electricity distributors operate in a relatively
non-competitive, monopolistic environment with a virtually guaranteed customer base in their particular
service area.
“In exchange for a monopoly over production, transmission, and distribution of electricity, the
regulated utility was not permitted to simply cherry-pick the low-cost, easy-to-serve customer
but was required to establish access to service for all customers…” 171

Changes to the legal regime in 1998, took rate setting out of the hands of the municipal utilities and
Ontario Hydro and put it under the purview of the OEB. 172 When setting rates, the OEB, like many other
utility regulators, is obliged to strike a balance between the interests of consumers and utilities operating
as commercial enterprises for the benefit of their public shareholders. 173 The Board is required to be
guided by several objectives including protecting the interests of consumers with respect to prices and
the adequacy, reliability and quality of electricity service. 174
With regard to rate setting, the Board has authority to make orders “approving or fixing just and
reasonable rates” for the distribution of electricity. Distributors must abide by these rate orders when
charging for distribution. 175 Rates have traditionally been designed with the “principled objective of
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having each rate class pay for the actual costs that it imposes on the utility.” 176 The “cost of service”
approach relies on notions of “cost causality.” The Board requires detailed cost-allocation evidence
during rate submission processes. This approach considers a utility’s costs (capital investments and
maintenance) as well as a fair rate of return to determine revenue requirements associating with serving
each rate class. The cost to serve is then divided among the customers within each rate class.
As noted in previous sections, Hydro One has three year-round residential rate classes which is
divided into three service types according to density R2 (low-density), R1 (medium-density) and UR
(urban-density). 177 The UR class was established in 1997. The Board’s application of principles of cost
of service and cost causality has reinforced the differences between the three rate classes. 178 Rates
reflect the differential costs to serve each class with cost to serve per customer rising as density
decreases (and vice versa). Back in 2012, the Board ordered Hydro One to conduct a study to analyze
how its service costs were affected by customer density. 179 The study concluded that there was a wide
range of customer densities within the rural power district which justified three different density-based
residential sub-classes for Hydro One. The study also examined costs and confirmed that cost of service
does differ according to density. 180 The Board also ordered Hydro One to conduct a further review to
ensure that all customers were properly classified. 181 The study found that 11% of residential customers
were not in the appropriate density zone. Tens of thousands of customers were reclassified from R2
(low-density) to R1 (medium-density). 182 As a consequence there are now fewer customers in the R2
density zone, roughly 30,000 less than before the review. 183 Based on cost of service principles, the cost
to serve each customer in the low-density (R2) rate class must necessarily increase.
176
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The increased disparity in the energy costs between rural and urban customers is the result of
cost-to-serve principles applied within a rate structure that explicitly condones differences based on
residency. The cost to support the infrastructure necessary to service the vast rural power district is
borne by an ever-decreasing number of customers. The Board’s rate decisions are made within the
context of a fragmented system of electricity distribution in Ontario. Inequality is embedded in an
electricity distribution framework with multiple distributors all charging different rates around the
province. Discrimination based on one’s place of residence is a contravention of the ICESCR and other
international human rights instruments. That this is an example of direct discrimination based on
residency seems obvious, however the rates applied for low-density R2 customers arguably manifest in
substantive inequality, having disproportionate impacts of vulnerable individuals and groups within the
rural low-density rate class. Grounds of discrimination that are recognized by the CESCR in addition to
place of residence include age, health status, economic and social situation. Other instruments prohibit
discrimination with regard to economic access on the basis of gender, disability, etc.
As noted in the Divisional Court decision of Advocacy Centre for Tenants-Ontario v. Ontario
Energy Board, the Board adheres to the principled objectives of having each rate class pay for the actual
costs that class imposes on the utility and has “sought to avoid inter-class and intra-class subsidies.” In
keeping with this approach, “it has refused the establishment of a special rate class to provide redress for
aboriginal consumers.” 184
The Divisional Court of Ontario has emphasized that the Board’s mandate to fix just and
reasonable rates is “unconditioned by directed criteria and is broad; the board is expressly allowed to
adopt any method that it deems appropriate.” 185 In Advocacy Centre for Tenants-Ontario v. Ontario
Energy Board the Divisional Court found that the Board has considerable discretion when addressing
its statutory objectives: “…to further the objective of protecting ‘the interests of consumers’ this could
mean taking into account income levels in pricing to achieve the delivery of affordable energy to lowincome consumers…” 186
184
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Notwithstanding the Court’s ruling in Advocacy Centre for Tenants-Ontario v. Ontario Energy
Board, the Board seems firmly wedded to the cost-of-service principles and absent any specific policy
direction from the government, it seems for the most part to be disinclined to consider customer income
levels or rate affordability for customers as part of its decision-making function. Data on customer
arrears and disconnections have not been considered as part of the rate setting process. 187 The Board
does consider customer price shocks – that is, it does consider whether a customer’s bill will increase
more than 10% in any given year. 188
To conclude with regard to tariff setting, it is apparent that tariff setting in conjunction with the
fragmented nature of the distribution system is perpetuating inequality of economic access for rural
customers of Hydro One, impairing or nullifying the enjoyment of the right of access to electricity by
low-density (R2) rural households, particularly vulnerable and recognized groups and other rights by
implication.
However, international human rights law recognizes that States can assure equality with regard
to economic access via mitigation programs including cross-subsidies. The effectiveness of Ontario’s
cross-subsidy programs are discussed below.

3.3.2 Mitigation programs
The following discussion focusses on two primary rate mitigation programs, namely rural rate
protection and the Ontario Electricity Support Program (OESP). 189 These programs are examined in
light of the principles that State obligations to address obligations under international human rights law
must be taken within a reasonably short time, should be deliberate, concrete and targeted as clearly as
possible towards meeting the obligations recognized in the Covenant. 190
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The OEB was asked to develop the OESP in a very short period of time. This is a support
program for low-income electricity customers. Households that are at or below the LIM-AT 191 receive a
monthly credit which is based on income and household size. First Nations and Métis households and
households that rely on electric heat get a minor top-up to the monthly credit. 192 To this extent, it is a
targeted program directed towards rate relief for certain vulnerable households.
It is not apparent that the specific concerns and challenges of rural household were considered to
any great extent during program development. It does not appear that many rural stakeholders knew
about the consultations or participated in them. 193 The Board’s preparatory report on the OESP makes
little or no mention of the specific concerns or challenges of rural customers including higher than
average electricity consumption. In fact, the OEB’s projection of the potential impacts of the proposed
OESP assistance amount was based on a so-called “average” residential customer bill which is
significantly lower than an average Hydro One rural customer bill. 194 In these and other regards, the
program is relatively generic. For example, consumption patterns and customer costs for single person
or single-earner households do not seem to have been factored into the program. 195
The general premise behind the program is to provide “assistance” to low-income households.
The overall objectives and desired outcomes of the OESP are unclear beyond this.
One can presume that the apparent absence of consideration of rural low-density Hydro One
customers was due to the existence of the rural rate protection credit. However, as discussed in Section 1
and 2, when the OESP was launched in 2015 the rural rate protection credit was not adequately
mitigating the impacts of increasing distribution rates set by the Board for Hydro One rural customers.
The analysis in Appendix 3 also considered the impact of the government’s new measures for
electricity customers announced in September 2016. Ministerial statements in the legislative assembly
about the rural rate protection increase refer to the measure as an “update” to rate protection for rural
customers. It was suggested that these changes represent “significant relief” for the roughly 330,000
191

Ontario Energy Board, Report of the Board: Developing the Ontario Energy Support Program, (Toronto: author, 2014),
EB-2014-0227
192
Ibid at 11-12. First Nations and Métis households and households relying electric heat get an additional top-up which
ranges from $15.00 to $25.00 a month depending on their household income and family size. Other households that can
receive the additional amount include households using specific types of medical equipment.
193
Pers. Communication, Francesca Dobbyn, Executive-Director, the United Way of Bruce Grey, September 22, 2016.
194
This “average” customer bill referenced in the OEB report (800 kWh monthly consumption) is significantly lower than a
Hydro One rural customer bill. As discussed in Section 2, average consumption for a rural household is approximately 10001200 kWh per month. Ontario Energy Board, Report of the Board: Developing the Ontario Energy Support Program,
(Toronto: author, 2014), EB-2014-0227, Appendix C at 41-43.
195
Single person households must afford the flat rate distribution service charge just like other households. The base costs to
run a home, including large kitchen appliances and a hot water tank must be borne on a single income.
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Hydro One low-density (R2) customers that will benefit from the additional discount. However, these
additional measures, combined with the OESP credit, will not measurably reduce the energy poverty gap
for rural low-income households. Many rural households, particularly those comprised of one or two
individuals and /or reliant on some form of electric heat, are likely to be experiencing severe to extreme
energy poverty.
All of the above points to an implementation gap with regard to the government’s compliance
with obligations under international human rights law to provide affordable access to all, without
discrimination based on residency and without disproportionate impacts on vulnerable individuals and
groups like women, the disabled, and Indigenous peoples. 196
It is apparent that the government lacks a roadmap, in the form of a policy and targeted strategy,
to ensure that Ontario is addressing Canada’s human rights obligations. Energy poverty in Ontario has
not been the subject of substantive research. The implementation gap with regard to energy poverty
could be attributable to “statistical invisibility.” Leilani Farha has suggested that “statistical invisibility”
can mean neglect in design of public policy and absence of adequate responses. 197
The human rights dimensions of this issue are not lost on the provincial government. This is
evident from the Minister of Energy’s recent request to the OEB to develop a proposal for a special rate
for on-reserve First Nations electricity consumers. 198
Meanwhile, rural Ontarians are asking for some assurance from the government that it will take
steps to assure access to an essential service like electricity. During a recent hearing in the autumn of
2016 to consider the government’s proposed eight percent rebate, a resident of rural Grey County put a
question to the government most eloquently when she asked, “[w]ill the government set a target so that
affordable energy means that everybody in Ontario can afford to pay for their hydro?” 199
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As a general rule, social and economic entitlements such as the right to an adequate standard of living under the ICESCR
and other international human rights instruments have not received explicit recognition and implementation in Canada.
Ontario does not appear to be an exception to the rule. There appears to be an absence of specific legislation that is explicitly
directed to the realization of the right to adequate housing or the right to an adequate standard of living more broadly.
Ontario’s electricity regulatory regime does not explicitly provide for an enforceable right of access to “affordable”
electricity for persons in Ontario, nor is such a right guaranteed without distinction based on where one resides.
197
The Special Rapporteur made this comment in her 2015 report on homelessness but this observation could easily apply to
energy poverty in Ontario. Special Rapporteur on the Right to Adequate Housing (Leilani Farha), Annual Report (The Right
to Adequate Housing (Focus: Homelessness)), UNHRCOR, 31st Sess., U.N. Doc. A/HRC/31/54 (2015) para. 72 at 17
198

Letter from Glenn Thibeault, Minister of Energy to Ontario Energy Board, Re: Options for an Appropriate Rate
Assistance Program for On-Reserve First Nations Electricity Consumers, July 27, 2016
199
Ontario, Legislative Assembly, Official Report of Debates (Hansard), 41st Parl., 2nd Sess., Standing Committee on Justice
Policy (Ontario Rebate for Consumer’s Act), 3 October 2016 at JP-27 to JP-28 (Lynda Smith).
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4. OBTAINING REDRESS - LEGAL AND OTHER AVENUES

Legally-binding human rights are rights held by individuals and [in theory] are enforceable in
some way against a State. 200 State parties are required to give effect to their obligations in good faith. 201
Individuals should be able to seek enforcement of their rights within the domestic legal system or via
administrative remedies. 202 This section of the paper briefly explores legal and other avenues to enforce
compliance with international human rights obligations and obtain a remedy. It briefly reviews avenues
for redress under international treaty complaint mechanisms and then examines legal avenues provided
under Canadian domestic law. The latter holds somewhat more promise than the former. However,
jurisprudence under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 203 suggests that several hurdles need
to be overcome to obtain a favorable ruling and remedy to assure affordable access to electricity for
rural customers of Hydro One.
The desired remedy in this case would be legal and programmatic measures that would ensure
that Ontario respects, protects and fulfils Canada’s obligations to realize the right of Ontarians to access
to electricity which is affordable and also address other human rights obligations such as the right to
water and the right to health. The elements of the desired remedy are two-fold: First, to create a level
playing field for rural customers with regard to rates; 204 and second, to develop a comprehensive and
tailored energy affordability strategy and program to ensure affordable access to electricity for rural
customers and all electricity customers in Ontario. This program should go beyond the model that is
currently in place in Ontario under the Ontario Electricity Assistance Program as thresholds would not
be solely income or wealth-based. The program should recognize and integrate the other drivers of
energy poverty including the particular vulnerabilities and circumstances of rural residential customers.
200

Cosmo Graham, “Human Rights and the Privatisation of Public Utilities and Essential Services,” in Koen De Feyter &
Felipe Gomez Isa, eds, Privatisation and Human rights in the Age of Globalisation (Antwerp: Intersentia, 2005) 33 at 37.
201
Article 26 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 23 May 1969, UNTS, vol. 1155, p. 331
202
CESCR, General Comment No. 9: The domestic application of the covenant, Economic and Social Council, UN Doc.
E/C.12/1998/24, 3 December 1998. See paras. 4 & 9. Wayne MacKay, “Social and Economic Rights in Canada: What Are
They, and Who Can Best Protect Them?,” (chapter 15), in J.E. Magnet & B. Adell, eds, The Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms: After Twenty-Five Years (Markham, Ontario: LexisNexis Canada Inc., 2009) 385-428, at 388 [MacKay]
203
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part 1 of the Constitution Act, 1982 (Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982
(UK), 1982, c II [Charter]
204
Given that each local utility as well as Hydro One is licensed and regulated by the Board and each charge different rates as
per OEB rates decisions there in inherent inequality throughout the system and the question becomes, how one would level
the playing field – against or equal to which rate by which distributor? How would Hydro One recover its costs? The
government could choose to use the tool of rural rate assistance to level the playing field but this must not be restricted to R2
customers only as R1 customers also pay higher rates than the majority of LDC customers. This is likely a short-term
solution only and rural rate assistance must be adjusted to assure that the rate gap is addressed. The long-term solution is
likely to move move to a model of equalized rates across the province as is found in most other provinces.
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To address the specific circumstances of rural customers it is suggested that the strategy should include a
tailored sub-program for rural residents. This would include specific rules with regard to rural
disconnections. Prior to development of this strategy, many of the research gaps identified in Sections 2
and 3 would need to addressed.
4.1 International complaint mechanisms
While complaint mechanisms have been established under various human rights instruments that
provide for entitlements to energy access, two optional protocols establishing such mechanisms have
been ratified by Canada and have entered into force. These are the optional protocols to the ICCPR and
the CEDAW. 205 The draft general comment of the Human Rights Committee on the right to life under
the ICCPR signals that the HRC may consider receipt of communications alleging violations of the right
to life under the ICCPR on the basis of social and economic circumstances or deprivation. However,
submission of a communication (i.e. a complaint) alleging a violation of either the ICCPR or the
CEDAW under either of these processes would be premature as complainants need to demonstrate that
they have first exhausted all available domestic legal remedies. 206
The Special Rapporteur on the right to adequate housing may receive complaints
(communications) regarding alleged violations of human rights related to her mandate. Upon review of
the complaint, the Special Rapporteur will communicate the complaint to the relevant State and request
information, comments and/or reporting on domestic actions. 207 U.N. Special Rapporteurs view this
process as a way to engage in a constructive dialogue and spur States to investigate allegations and
initiate redress. 208 Communications and responses are made public. 209 The Special Rapporteur has no

205
1966 Optional Protocol to the 1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 16 December 1966, 999 UNTS
171 / [1991] ATS 39 (entered into force March 23, 1976). Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination Against Women, 6 October 1999, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 2131, p. 83, 6 October 1999
(entry into force 22 December 2000). Canada has not ratified the Optional Protocol to the ICESCR, or treaties on the rights
of persons with disabilities, children.205 Article 14 of the International Convention on the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination provides for a complaint petition process. International Convention on the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination, 21 December 1965, UNTS, vo. 660, p. 195 (ICERD)
206
Ibid. A similar admissibility requirement is in place for complainants wishing petition under Article 14 of the ICERD. See
Ibid.
207
There is no requirements that submitters exhaust legal remedies prior to forwarding a request to the Special Rapporteur.
Upon reviewing the complaint, the Special Rapporteur has discretion to follow through (or not) with a communication to a
State. Special Rapporteur on the right to adequate housing (Raquel Rolnik), Summary of communications sent and replies
received from Governments and other actors, UNHRCOR, 16th Sess. UN Doc. A/HRC/16/42/Add.1 (2011) at 3.
208
Ibid, at 3-4. See also Special Rapporteur on the right to adequate housing (Raquel Rolnik), Summary of Communications
Sent and Replies Received from Governments and Other Actors, UNHRCOR, 10th Sess., UN Doc. 1/HRC/10/7/Add. 1, at 4.
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authority to oblige a State to respond or take action, however the process shines a spotlight on alleged
violations and is one of the few formal complaint mechanisms available to address alleged violations
related to the right to adequate housing. 210 This process has been rarely used, if at all, to address alleged
violations by Canada of the right to housing and related rights such as the right of access to energy. 211 A
communication would inform the Special Rapporteur of the scope and extent of the energy poverty
crisis in rural Ontario and the Special Rapporteur could seek answers, and ideally obtain commitments
from the Ontario government, to eliminate the rural – urban inequity with respect to electricity charges
and address other gaps in relation to energy poverty – namely, a knowledge gap and the absence of a
comprehensive energy poverty policy and strategy. 212

4.2 Domestic Avenues
When Canada ratifies an international treaty, the duties and obligations in that treaty do not
automatically have legal effect domestically. Canada is a “dualist” state, “meaning that international
treaties do not automatically take legal effect in Canada upon ratification. International treaty law must
be incorporated into Canadian domestic law through legislation in order to have direct legal
effect.” 213 Ratifying an international covenant may give the illusion of compliance by Canada but in
reality it has no automatic legal effect in domestic law. 214

209

Ibid, at 4. See also UN Special Rapporteur on the right to Adequate Housing, Communications and Replies (2014 and
2015), on-line: Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Housing/Pages/Communications.aspx
210
The Human Rights Council calls on States to co-operate with the Special Rapporteur in its resolution which extended the
mandate of the Special Rapporteur for adequate housing in 2014. See Human Rights Council resolution 25/17, Adequate
Housing as a component of the right to an adequate standard to living, UNHRCOR, 25th Sess., UN Doc. A/HRC/RES/25/17
(2014) at 3. The mandate of the SR is set out in another HRC resolution. See Human Rights Council resolution 6/27,
Adequate housing as a component of the right to an adequate standard of living, UNHRCOR, UN Doc A/HRC/6/27 (2007)
at 4.
211
See sources noted at notes 207 to 209.
212
There is no need to exhaust local remedies prior to submitting a request to a U.N. Special Rapporteur. However, The
Special Rapporteur has discretion with regard to communications. Not all submission received by the special rapporteur are
“communicated” to States. It should be noted that the communication could be submitted jointly to the Specials Rapporteurs
on the right to water and to health.
213
Standing Senate Committee on Human Rights, Promises to Keep: Implementing Canada’s Human Rights Obligations,
December 2001 at section b), para. 1 [Standing Senate Committee]. See A. Bayefsky, “International Human Rights Law in
Canadian Courts,” in B. Confori and F. Francioni, eds, Enforcing International Human Rights in Domestic Courts
(Cambridge, Mass., Kluwer Law International, 1997) 295-328 at 303, citing Re Arrow River and Tributaries Slide & Boom
Co. Limited, [1932] 2 D.L.R. 250 at pp 260-261. Bayefsky refers to several later decisions that have confirmed this principle.
See page 303-304.
214
Standing Senate Committee, ibid at section b), para. 1
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U.N. human rights treaty bodies have held that grounds for discrimination under international
human rights covenants are not exhaustive and can include place of residence, or other status. 215 This
non-restrictive approach is not reflected in either section 15 of the Charter, (as it is currently interpreted
by high level domestic courts in this country) or the Ontario Human Rights Code.
There is little or no scope for seeking a remedy under the Code for violation of the right to
affordable energy due to its narrow application. The Ontario Human Rights Code 216 provides that every
person has a right to equal treatment with respect to goods, facilities and services without discrimination
on particular grounds. 217 The grounds do not include place of residence or location. Furthermore,
unequal treatment with respect to services does not apply to levies, fees, taxes or periodic payments for
services. These latter are explicitly excluded from Code protections. 218
Decisions rendered by the Supreme Court of Canada with respect to discrimination based on
residency under s. 15 of the Charter are discussed in below. 219
4.2.1 Interventions in Hydro One Rate Application Proceedings and Rights of Appeal under the Ontario
Energy Board Act, 1998

An intervention in an upcoming OEB hearing on a future Hydro One rate application would be
one possible approach to seek equitable distribution rates for Hydro One rural customers. This could be
followed by an appeal to the Divisional Court in the event of an adverse ruling by the Board. 220 There is
an opportunity for stakeholders to participate as intervenors in all rate proceedings. 221 Prior to the
215

Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), General comment No. 20: Non-discrimination in
economic, social and cultural rights (art. 2, para. 2, of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights),
2 July 2009, E/C.12/GC/20, at paras. 27-34.
216
Human Rights Code, R.S.O. 1990, c H.19, as amended
217
Section 1 of the Ontario Human Rights Code provides: Every person has a right to equal treatment with respect to
services, goods and facilities, without discrimination because of race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic origin,
citizenship, creed, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, age, marital status, family status or disability.
218
Under section 10(1) of the Code, “services” does not include a levy, fee, tax or periodic payment imposed by law
219
See discussion of R. v. Corbiere at 60-61 below.
220

The OEB Act, 1998 provides for a right of appeal from an order of the Board. Section 33 of the Act provides that an
appeal may be made on a question of law or jurisdiction. This avenue is foreclosed for the moment as Hydro One submitted
its rate application for 2017 in October 2016 and the Board rendered its rate order for 2017 on December 21, 2016. See
Hydro One Networks Inc., Distribution 2015-2017 Rates Application -- 2017 Draft Rate Order, filed October 7, 2016. [EB2016-0081]. See also OEB, Decision and Rate Order (Hydro One Networks Inc.) EB-2016-081, December 21, 2016.
221

As a tribunal operating in accordance with the principles of natural justice, the OEB invites intervenors to participate in
rate proceedings. Anyone who wishes to actively participate in a proceeding can apply for intervenor status and may be
eligible to have some of their costs covered. See the OEB’s Practice Direction on Cost Awards, April 24, 2014
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commencement of a hearing, the parties identify the issues that should be addressed during the rate
proceeding (issues list). This would provide the earliest opportunity to bring the rural rate issue
specifically into the framework of a rate adjudication proceeding. 222
As discussed in the previous section, the Ontario Divisional Court’s ruling in Advocacy Centre
for Tenants-Ontario v. Ontario Energy Board addressed the Board’s jurisdiction as part of its authority
to set “just and reasonable rates.” The Court’s ruling confirmed that the Board has flexibility to set rates
that are not strictly based on the service for cost allocation principle. It confirmed that it had jurisdiction
to do so. Nonetheless, it also confirmed that the Board had discretion to apply other approaches under
the rubric of “just and reasonable rates.” It can apply other approaches or principles if it so chooses. Its
discretion is not fettered and as an expert tribunal it can decline to use, or utilize other methods, as it
deems appropriate in the circumstances. 223
Given that the Board has considerable discretion when exercising its powers to set rates, it is
unclear how the Board will respond to a request to equalize rates. The Board would likely resist this
approach and conclude that it addresses rate applications by individual licensees and has no jurisdiction
to render a decision that would affect rates for customers more fundamentally across the province.
However, the Board establishes and applies standardized rules and requirements for all local distributors
in various ways including standard service codes, etc. It also establishes broad policies that affect all
distributors across the province. By way of example, the new policy entitled, “A New Distribution Rate
Design for Electricity Customers” requires all distributors to move to a flat rate approach for distribution
charges for residential electricity customers. 224 The Board established the policy in 2015 and is requiring
all distributors to align themselves in accordance with this new policy via policy directives and
individual rate orders.-0416/ 225
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This was the strategy employed by the Advocacy Centre for Tenants-Ontario and other intervenors during the rate hearing
for a natural gas distributor in 2008. They requested that residential gas rates should include a rate assistance affordability
program for low-income customers. A majority of the Board rejected the issue on the basis that it was outside of the Board’s
jurisdiction. See Ontario Energy Board, Enbridge Gas Distribution Inc. (April 26, 2007), EB-2006-0034 (Board decision).
See Patrick Duffy, “Ontario Court rules regulator may consider ability to pay in rate setting,” Legal Newsletter - Stikeman
Elliot, June 26, 2008, accessed on Nov. 02, 2016.
223
Advocacy Centre for Tenants-Ontario v. Ontario Energy Board, supra note 173 at paras. 52-57.
224
Ontario Energy Board, Board Policy: A New Distribution Rate Design for Residential Electricity Customers, File No. EB2015-0401, April 2, 2015 at 1-3
225
See OEB, Decision and Order (Hydro One Networks Inc.) EB-2013-0416/EB-2015-0079, December 22, 2015; OEB, Rate
Order (Hydro One Networks Inc.) – EB-2015-0079, Re: Application for electricity distribution rates and other charges
beginning January 1, 2016, January 14, 2016
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4.2.2 Legal Challenge under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
It would be advisable to consider litigating under the Charter in two phases, starting with a
targeted court challenge focussing specifically on the unconstitutionality of discriminatory OEB rate
decisions under the province’s electricity regulatory regime. This could be followed by litigation more
akin to the Tanudjaja 226 Charter challenge which sought positive policy and programmatic
commitments from Canada and Ontario to reduce and eliminate homelessness and inadequate housing.
The following discussion considers the initial phase of a constitutionally-based legal strategy
based on sections 15 and 7 of the Charter.
4.2.2.1 Section 15
In the case of a challenge under section 15, claimants need to be able to establish discrimination
by showing disadvantage based on an enumerated ground specified in section 15 or one analogous
thereto. 227 With the exception of the Supreme Court’s decision in Corbiere v. Canada (Minister of
Indian and Northern Affairs), Charter claims based on distinction due to residence have not
succeeded. 228 In that case, “aboriginality residence” was upheld as an analogous ground, however the
Court stated clearly that “no new water is charted, in the sense of finding residence, in the generalized
abstract, to be an analogous ground.” 229
The Court’s approach to defining and accepting a non-enumerated ground as an “analogous
ground” has undergone extensive elaboration and reformulation since 1982, starting with Andrews v.
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Tanudjaja v. AG (Canada) 2013 ONSC 5410, at para. 2; Aff’d in Tanudjaja v. Canada (Attorney General), 2014 ONCA
852
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Denise G. Reaume, “Discrimination and Dignity,” in Fay Faraday, Margaret Denike and M. Kate Stephenson, eds,
Making Equality Rights Real: Securing Substantive Equality under the Charter (Toronto: Irwin Law, 2009) 123-173 at 128129. Enumerated grounds under section 15(1) are: race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or
physical disability. Following from the SCC’s decision in Andrews and subsequently in Law v. Canada (Minister of
Employment and Immigration), [1999] 1 S.C.R. 497 [Law], the courts must find (i) distinction(s) in treatment (ii) on the basis
of an enumerated or analogous ground (iii) that amounts to substantive discrimination. See Mary C. Hurley, Charter Equality
RiMacghts: Interpretation of Section 15 in Supreme Court of Canada Decisions, (Ottawa: Library of Parliament, 2007)
[Hurley]
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See Corbiere v. Canada (Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs), [1999] 2 S.C.R. 203 [“Corbiere]. See MacKay, supra
note 202 at 418-419. Unsuccessful cases include R. v. S. (S.) [1990] 2 S.C.R. 254 (unanimous) and R. v. Turpin [1989] 1
S.C.R. 1296 (unanimous).
229
While the Court in Corbiere found that “aboriginality-residence” was a new analogous ground it was clear to note that “no
new water is charted, in the sense of finding residence, in the generalized abstract, to be an analogous ground.” See Corbiere,
ibid at para. 15.
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Law Society of British Columbia. 230 This analysis became more complex under Law v. Canada
(Minister of Employment and Immigration and subsequent decisions on section 15. 231
In the absence of recognition of “residence” as an analogous ground, a claim would focus on
disproportionate impacts on economically disadvantaged groups. Social conditions of poverty and lowincome would be the central focus given that issues with “economic” access are directly tied to a
household’s ability to pay. However, income level was rejected as an analogous ground in Thibideau v.
Canada (Minister of National Revenue). 232 This is an area of unsettled law in Canada. Whether social
conditions of poverty are analogous grounds of discrimination under section 15 of the Charter has yet to
be considered by the Supreme Court of Canada. 233 According to Martha Jackman and Bruce Porter,
“lower court jurisprudence on the issue is mixed.” 234
An investigation into the lived reality of claimants is required when undertaking an analogous
grounds analysis. 235 The “initial practice of considering each ground in isolation has given way to an
intersectional approach.” 236 At times, courts in various provinces and the Supreme Court of Canada have
been “slightly more willing to recognize section 15 claims from single mothers and sole-support parents
than from other disadvantaged groups.” 237 Demonstrating disadvantage to particular groups who are
affected by other enumerated grounds of discrimination may be the most persuasive avenue to pursue
for a s. 15 challenge over high hydro rates. Individuals or groups that appear to be most vulnerable to
energy poverty in rural Ontario include women, (including single mothers, the elderly), Indigenous
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Andrews v. Law Society of British Columbia [1989] 1 S.C.R. 143.
Because equality is a comparative concept, relevant “comparators” must be established; within the scope of the ground(s)
of alleged discrimination claimed, a court may refine a claimant’s comparison, should it be insufficient or inaccurate. See
Law, supra note 231 at paras. 6, 24, 56. See also Kerri Froc’s excellent discussion on the complexities associated with the
Court’s evaluative framework for s. 15 (analogous ground). Kerri Froc, “Immutability Hauntings,” in Martha Jackman &
Bruce Porter, eds, Advancing Social Rights in Canada (Toronto: Irwin Law Inc., 2014) 187-222 [Froc].
232
See Thibideau v. Canada (Minister of National Revenue), [1995] 2 SCR 627 (S.C.C.). According to Wayne MacKay the
court concluded that it was not an analogous ground because it was not a personal characteristic. See MacKay, supra note
202 at 419.
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Martha Jackman and Bruce Porter, “Rights-based Strategies to Address Homelessness and Poverty in Canada: The Charter
Framework,” in Martha Jackman & Bruce Porter, eds, Advancing Social Rights in Canada (Toronto: Irwin Law Inc., 2014)
65-106 at 71 [Jackman & Porter]
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Jackman & Porter, ibid at 87; See also Froc, supra note 231 at 197 - 202. Where plaintiffs have sought Charter protection
due to their low-income or receipt of social assistance, the lower courts have provided some protection in a few cases. See
MacKay, supra note 202 at 419-420.
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As described in Jackman & Porter at supra note 233 at 91, the analogous grounds analysis outlined by the Supreme Court
in Miron v. Trudel, [1995] 2 SCR 418 and Corbiere, supra note 228 “requires an in-depth inquiry into the lived reality –
materials, political, economic and social – of the members of the groups whose equality rights are at issue.”
236
MacKay, supra note 202 at 415.
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MacKay, supra note 202 at 421.
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people and people with disabilities. 238 It would be argued that the higher rates imposed on rural
customers of Hydro One prevent them from enjoying equal access to a basic need, namely electricity
and that access is particularly impeded for low-income households composed of members of groups
protected under s. 15 of the Charter.
In terms of a remedy, the goal initially would not be the establishment of a new program as was the
objective with the Boulter litigation in Nova Scotia. 239 Rather the remedy requested would be nondiscriminatory treatment of rural Hydro One customers within the framework of this pre-existing
regulatory regime. In this regard, complainants could rely on the SCC decision in Eldridge v. British
Columbia (Attorney General). 240 As Wayne MacKay explains in his commentary on Eldridge:
There is no suggestion that section 15 empowered the courts to order either the legislative or
executive branch to create a program or a benefit scheme where none already existed. What
Eldridge did establish is that if there is a scheme, it must be administered in accordance with
equality rights, and omissions as well as actions can constitute violations. 241

4.2.2.2 Section 7
Various commentators assert that the 1989 Supreme Court decision in Irwin Toy v. Quebec (AG)
left the door open for the recognition of “economic rights fundamental to human life or survival” as part
of section 7 guarantees under the Charter. 242 While early Supreme Court decisions seemed to limit the
ambit of section 7 rights to freedom from physical constraint and imprisonment, cases such as Chaoulli
v. Quebec (AG) affirmed that s. 7 rights extend beyond the narrow confines of the criminal justice
context. 243 The right to life and security can be invoked when a person’s health is put at risk. In
Chaoulli, the Supreme Court of Canada confirmed a lower court ruling that the right to life and security
of the person was violated by long wait times for surgery under the provincial health care system. 244 The
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See Sections 2 to 4. As noted by Jackman & Porter, these groups are among those that have been identified by the CESCR
as being disproportionately affected by poverty and homeless in Canada. See Jackman & Porter, supra note 233 at 91-92.
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program. See McNeil & Calderhead, supra note 171 at 256. See Affordable Energy Coalition (Re), 2008 NSUARB 11, as
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MacKay, supra note 202 at 413-414.
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MacKay, supra note 202 at 409, citing Irwin Toy v. Quebec (AG), [1989] S.C.J. No. 36, , [1989] 1 SCR 927 at 1003
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Jackman & Porter, supra note 233 at 71
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The majority of the Court found that the right to life and security of the person is violated by prolonged delays for surgery
which increase a patient’s risk of irreparable injury and mortality and force many patients to suffer in pain to the extent that
they cannot fully enjoy any real quality of life. See Chaoulli v. Quebec (Attorney General), [2005] 1 SCR 791 at paras. 38-
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Chaoulli decision is controversial for several reasons, but it established the “the connection between
deprivations of the basic necessaries of life and fundamental rights.” 245 The 2011 decision in Canada
(AG) v. PHS Community Services Society (Insite) also affirmed the proposition that State action that
negatively affects a person’s health (mental and physical) “engages the right to security of the person”:
“[t]he Court reaffirmed that where a law increases a risk to health, this amounts to a deprivation
of the right to security of the person and that ‘where the law creates a risk not just to the health
but also to the lives of claimants, the deprivation is even clearer.’” 246

More recently, Criminal Code provisions restricting activities around prostitution were struck down on
the basis that they put prostitutes at unnecessary risk of physical harm. This was found to be a violation
of the section 7 guarantee of the right to security of the person. 247
The 2008 case of Victoria (City) v. Adams 248 followed the same line of reasoning. A city bylaw
prohibiting tent cities in public parks was found to expose the homeless to a “risk of serious harm
including death from hypothermia,” constituting an infringement of section 7. 249 The Court found that
the prohibition constituted a deprivation (my emphasis) of the right to life, liberty and security of the
persons protected under s. 7. 250

45. The Court noted that not every difficulty rises to the level of adverse impact on security of the person. The impact
“whether psychological or physical must be serious...” (at para. 123).
245
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Colleen Flood et al, eds, Access to Care, Access to Justice: The Legal Debate Over Private Health Insurance in Canada
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2006) at 161.
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In Adams the British Columbia Superior Court considered Canada’s international human rights
obligations in interpreting the mean and scope of section 7 of the Charter. 251 The Court also referred to
statements made by the Canadian government to international human rights supervisory bodies such as
the CESCR. Canada acknowledged that it is obliged under the Covenant to not deprive persons of the
basic necessities of life. Such a deprivation by the government would infringe s. 7 Charter rights to life,
liberty and security of the person. 252 Given the above, a challenge under section 7 might bear fruit if it is
framed as a deprivation of the basic right to access electricity, an essential need. The Court would not be
asked to interpret section 7 as requiring positive programmatic action by government. It is clear from
Adams that the Court did not want to stray into this territory. 253

4.3 Re-visioning of Ontario’s Electricity Support Programs

The Board established the Low-Income Energy Assistance Program (LEAP) following the
Divisional Court ruling in Advocacy Centre for Tenants-Ontario v. Ontario Energy Board. 254 More
recently, the Minister of Energy asked the OEB to develop and implement the Ontario Electricity
Support Program. This program was launched in late 2015. 255 It may be possible to trigger a reexamination of these programs as well as rural rate protection via an intervention during an up-coming
rate application before the Board, however, a re-design or re-visioning of these program would only be
one element of a badly needed comprehensive strategy to address energy poverty in Ontario.
Realistically, advocating for the establishment of an over-arching strategy would likely not be
achievable via discrete litigation before the Board and energy poverty advocates would likely shy away
from an approach that would put them at legal loggerheads with the Board just shortly after it
established the OESP. Achieving this desired result is not a short-term proposition and will likely
involve significant strategizing, policy appraisal and advocacy involving numerous stakeholders.
251
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CONCLUSION
The Ontario government is violating the rights of rural Ontario customers to access energy that is
affordable. Structural inequality is embedded in Ontario’s electricity distribution system. The Ontario
Energy Board, through the exercise of its rate-setting powers, has prescribed distribution rates for Hydro
One rural low-density customers that are significantly higher than rates for other Hydro One residential
customers or customers of other local utilities. The rate mitigation programs that are in place, are not, as
currently designed, sufficient to ensure that rural customers, particularly low-income customers, pay a
reasonable proportion of their household income on electricity and avoid energy poverty. Unaffordable
electricity bills faced by Hydro One rural customers is also affecting the realization of several other
human rights of including the right to health, the right to water and sanitation, and even the right to life.
Back in 1980, Premier Bill Davis made a prescient statement. He said that the rural-urban
inequity with respect to electricity bills would “become increasingly burdensome” to rural Ontarians due
to continuing urbanization and a decline in the rural customer base. His prediction was correct and the
inequity in energy affordability for rural customers of Hydro One will only continue to increase if steps
are not to taken by Ontario to address its international human rights obligations and level the playing
field.
However, addressing human rights obligations with respect to economic access to electricity
demands more from the government beyond this kind of structural adjustment. In order to ensure
economic access for all, in particular vulnerable groups, a measured and targeted energy poverty policy
and strategy needs to be adopted and implemented by the government. Financial resource constraints are
surely not an excuse for failing to fully realize the right of access to energy for Ontarians. Some
proposed avenues for seeking enforcement of international human rights obligations are outlined in this
research paper.
A significant information and knowledge gap exists with respect to energy poverty incidence and
the impacts on individuals and families in rural and other parts of Ontario. It is hoped that this research
paper has shone a light on this important topic and provides a foundation to move the agenda forward.
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APPENDIX ONE: Comparative data - Distribution and Transmission Charges for Residential
Customers of Hydro One Networks Inc.
Table 1.1
Examples of Rural Rate Assistance (RRA) Monthly Credit amounts provided under the Ontario
Power Corporation Act and the Rural or Remote Rate Protection Credit under Regulation 442/01
pursuant to the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998

Year
1981
1986
1987
1988
1989
1991
1999

R2
(RRA credit in $/month)
3.00
9.95
13.70
13.05
14.52
15.08
28.50

Year

(RRRP credit in $/month)

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

R1
(RRA credit in $/month)
3.00
9.95
13.70
13.05
14.52
13.15

28.50
28.50
28.50
28.50
28.50
28.50
28.50
28.50
28.50
28.50
31.50
31.50

Sources: Ontario Energy Board, Decisions and Rate Orders, Hydro One Networks Inc.; Ontario Hydro,
Monthly Rates and Comparative Bills (1981 – 1988). Ontario Hydro ceased publication of this
information in the early 1990s. As a result, RRA credit amounts from 1992-1998 were not readily
available. See also Table 1.3
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Table 1.2: Sample of 2015 Retail Transmission Rates for Residential Customers of Various Local
Utilities including Hydro One Networks Inc.
As discussed in Section 1, transmission charges make up a part of the delivery portion of a customer’s
electricity bill.
Distribution Company

Network Service
Rate per kWh

Line &
Transformation
Connection Rate
per kWh (B)
0.42 cents
0.58 cents
0.56 cents
0.56 cents
0.47 cents

Both rates
combined per
kWh
(A + B) = C
$1.02
$1.24
$1.25
$1.27
$1.15

Transmission
charges for 1,000
kWh
(C x 1,000)
$10.20
$12.40
$12.50
$12.70
$11.50

0.65 cents

0.46 cents

$1.11

$11.10

0.68 cents

0.48 cents

$1.16

$11.60

0.69 cents

0.49 cents

$1.18

$11.80

(A)
ELK
0.60 cents
Bluewater Power
0.66 cents
Tillsonburg Hydro Inc. 0.69 cents
Kingston Hydro Corp. 0.71 cents
Veridian
0.68 cents
Hydro One:
Residential – Low
Density (R2)
Residential – Medium
Density (R1)
Residential – Urban
Density (UR)

Sources: OEB Decisions and Rate Orders
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Table 1.3 Changes to the Monthly Distribution Service Charge for Hydro One R2, R1 and UR
Classes of Residential Customers (year round) ( 2005 – 2016)
Note: This table lists the base distribution service charge in dollars under decisions and rate orders of the
Ontario Energy Board. It does not include other ancillary charges.
Column 2 shows the rate set by the Board for the R2 – low density class absent the credit for rural or
remote rate assistance (RRRP).
Column 3 shows the R2 service charge after the RRRP credit has been applied (if the author was able to
confirm amount).
Rate Period

2005
2006 - 2008
2009*
2010
2011 - 2012
2013
2014
2015
2016**

R2 –
Low Density
($ / month)
50.12
56.80
54.91
52.33
55.69
56.98
57.61
65.52
72.86

R2 – Low Density (minus
the RRRP credit)
($ / month)
(- 28.50) = 21.62
(- 28.50) = 28.30
(- 28.50) = 26.41
(- 28.50) = 23.83
(- 28.50) = 27.19
(- 28.50) = 28.48
(- 28.50) = 29.11
(- 31.50) = 34.02
(- 31.50) = 41.36

R1 – Medium
density
($ / month)
15.99
18.30
20.51
17.88
19.72
19.93
20.15
26.03
30.11

UR –High
(urban) density
($ / month)
11.82
13.60
15.54
12.91
14.52
12.58
12.72
19.07
22.29

*the amount set by the OEB in its 2009 decision includes the smart meter funding adder.
** varies slightly from the figures on the Hydro One web site
Source: Ontario Energy Board Decisions and Rate Orders
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Table 1.4 The Monthly Distribution Service Charge for Hydro One Residential Customers (year
round) and comparative charges for residential (non-seasonal) customers of other Local
Distribution Companies (data for 2015)
Hydro One Network Inc.
R2- low density $34.02
(with the RRRP credit)
R1- med. density $26.03
UR-urban (high) $19.07
density
Other Local Distribution Companies
Lowest
$7.17
Highest
$34.98
Median*
$21.00
Average*
$16.00
*calculation for median and average has been rounded.
Sources: OEB Decisions and Rate Orders for Hydro One Network Inc.; OEB, Distributors - Rates
Database from Tariffs, 2015 (Excel Spreadsheet)
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Table 1.5 Changes to the Variable Distribution Charge (per kWh) for Hydro One R2, R1
and UR classes of residential year-round customers.
Rate Period

2005
2006 - 2008
2009
2010
2011 - 2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

R2 –
Low
Density
(cents/kWh)
1.71
1.93
2.65
3.41
3.60
3.68
3.72
4.24
4.26

R1 –
Medium density
(cents/kWh)

UR –High
(urban) density
(cents/kWh)

2.10
2.37
2.61
3.25
3.31
3.35
3.39
3.31
2.99

1.61
1.82
2.25
2.87
2.92
2.53
2.56
2.08
1.62

Sources: OEB Decisions and Rate Orders, Hydro One Networks Inc.
Commentary:
-Low density (R2) customers: In 2005, this charge was 1.7 cents/kWh. By 2010 it had doubled. With the
Board’s rate order for 2016-2017, the charge had increased 150% relative to 2005.
-Medium density (R1): These customers faced a higher volumetric rate than R2 customers back in 2005
(2.1 cents/kWh). There were progressive increases to the R1 rate from 2005 to 2014 but they were not as
significant as compared with the R2 customer class (an increase of roughly 61 percent over this period).
R1 rates were reduced by the OEB in 2015, and again for 2016-2017. Overall, as of 2016-2017, the R1
rate had increased by 42% relative to 2005.
-High density (urban customers): Customers in the UR class paid slightly less than R2 customers back in
2005 (1.61 cents/kWh). The rate for UR customers peaked in 2011 and has been on a downward trend
ever since. For the 2016-2017 period, the rate is 1.62 cents/kWh, essentially the same rate paid by this
same class of customers back in 2005.
Note: This table lists the base variable distribution rates / kWh (rounded off). These rates do not include
other charges mandated by the Board such as rate riders, the smart meter charge, etc.
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Table 1.6. The Variable Distribution Charge (per kWh) for Residential Year-round Customers of
Other Local Distribution Companies (Selected Aggregate Data) – 2015
Lowest
Highest
Median
Rate for more than 80 percent of
LDCs

0.81 cents / kWh
2.48 cents / kWh*
1.28 cents / kWh
< 2.00 cents / kWh

Note: This table lists the base variable distribution rates / kWh. These rates do not include other charges
mandated by the Board such as rate riders, the smart meter charge, etc.
*Excludes the rate for Algoma Power Corporation which receives funding under Regulation 442/01
Source: OEB, Distributors - Rates Database from Tariffs (2015) (Excel Spreadsheet)
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APPENDIX TWO: Exploring higher electricity consumption of Hydro One rural customers

According to the OEB, a typical residential electricity customer in Ontario uses 750 kWh of
electricity each month. 256 However, residential customers of Hydro One use significantly more (the
average for all three residential year-round rate classes in 2015 was 954 kWh / month. 257 Average
electricity consumption is highest for low-density customers specifically. While the Ministry of Energy
has indicated that Hydro One low-density (R2) customers use on average 1,000 kWh per month, 258
Hydro One puts this figure at closer to 1200 kWh a month. 259 These consumption patterns are fairly
consistent with what we see for customers of local utilities in northerly communities. For example, in
2015, residential customers of Chapleau Public Utilities Corporation used over 1,000 kWh on
average. 260
The reasons for higher or lower household electricity consumption involve a number of different
factors, including the number of people in a household and their usage patterns. However, this section of
the paper explores differences that are particular to rural Ontario which may factor into higher
consumption (and therefor higher bills) for rural Hydro One customers.
A heavy reliance on electricity for space and water heating in rural areas is likely one of the key
reasons behind these higher consumption rates.
Heating with Electricity:
Electric space heating was heavily promoted in Ontario in the 1980s. Homeowners were
encouraged to switch from heating oil to electricity and electricity prices back then made it an affordable
option. 261 Today, 75% of households in Ontario use natural gas as their primary energy source for
heating, but 14% still use the more expensive option, electricity. This equates to roughly 684,251
256

OEB, Defining Ontario’s Typical Electricity Customer, April 4, 2016, EB-2016-0153
Across all three residential rate classes for Hydro One, the average is 954 kWh / month. See OEB, 2015 Yearbook of
Electricity Distributors (2016) at 80.
258
Confirmatory email from Lou Rinaldi, MPP, dated September 30, 2016.
259
Hydro One’s 2017 Forecast Delivery Costs states monthly consumption averages as follows: Low-density R2 - 1,190
kWh; R1medium density) -- 941 kWh; and UR --783 kWh. See Hydro One Networks Inc., Distribution 2015-2017 Rates
Application -- 2017 Draft Rate Order, filed October 7, 2016. [EB-2016-0081], Exhibit 2 at 3-4. See also Ontario Federation
of Agriculture, Long-Term Energy Plan Policy for Natural Gas and Electricity, no date at 2. Monthly consumption figures
were calculated by dividing the total forecasted consumption for the R2 rate class by the number of R2 customers. This
amount was then divided by 12 to obtain a monthly average rate of consumption.
260
The average residential customer of Chapleau Public Utilities Corporation consumed 1080 kWh/month in 2015. Other
residential customers in the north use just over 900 kWh monthly on average. See (Espanola Regional Hydro Distribution
Corporation - 901 kWh/ month), Fort Francis Power Corporation – 920 kWh/month, Hearst Power Distribution Company 914 kWh/month). See OEB 2015 Yearbook of Electricity Distributors (2016).
261
The province launched a new energy strategy in 1980 and the Board of Industrial Leadership and Development (BILD)
program in 1981.There was an increased push to expand the use of electricity and replace “costly oil in the transportation and
space heating sectors. See Ontario Hydro, Annual Report (1980), at 4, 6
257
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households in Ontario. 262The extent of rural dependence on electricity for some or all of a household’s
heating requirements is not known. Recent data collected by Statistics Canada and Natural Resources
Canada on home heating practices of Canadian households is not segregated by region or by rural or
urban areas. 263
There is an over-reliance on electricity for heating in First Nations and Métis communities. 264 This
likely holds true for most of northern and southern rural Ontario. Energy choices for heating and hot are
more limited in rural zones. Eighty percent of rural Ontario does not have access to natural gas. 265 In
2016, the OEB acknowledged that reliance on electricity for home heating is more common for Hydro
One customers in low density rural areas. Data compiled by the United Way of Grey Bruce indicates
that a significant percentage of Hydro One customers in Bruce and Grey Counties who sought
emergency assistance for bill arrears in 2016 rely on electric heat: 31% of R2 (low-density) customers in
arrears; 34% of R1 (medium density) customers in arrears. 266
Heating with wood may be a more affordable option compared to electricity but cutting, storing
and handling wood is likely beyond some households, especially those experiencing ill-health or
mobility issues due to age, health conditions or disability.
Research in the U.K. has determined that the system used for water and space heating can be a
significant driver for energy poverty. Households that use electricity rather than gas are 2.5 times more

262

See Statistics Canada, Households and the Environment: Energy Use (Ottawa: author, 2011). See Table 2 (Type of main
heating fuel used, by province, 2011) at 19. The 14% figure for households in Ontario relying on electricity as their main
heating fuel translates into roughly 684,251 households using electric heat out of a total of 4,887,510 private households
(2011 figure). See Ministry of Finance, 2011 Census Highlights: Fact Sheet 5 at 1.
263
The report indicates that there are also issues the reliability of the data. See Natural Resources Canada, Survey of
Household Energy Use: 2011 - Detailed Statistical Report (Ottawa, author, 2014). The author asked Natural Resources
Canada to provide segregated data for rural Ontario. The statistics and analysis division responded that the data could not be
provided “due to the quality of the data at that disaggregation and also due to confidentiality concerns.” Email received by
the author from the Statistics and Analytics Division, Natural Resources Canada, Nov. 3, 2016.
264

Ontario Energy Board, Report of the Board: Developing the Ontario Energy Support Program, (Toronto: author, 2014),
EB-2014-0227
265
Rob Ferguson, “Is natural gas the savior for rural Ontarians struggling with steep hydro bills?,” Toronto Star, October 8,
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likely to be energy poor. 267 In Ontario, households that rely on electricity for space heating would be
expected to have considerable bills during the winter months (higher in colder regions). Baseboard
electrical heating would account for 44% of a household utility bill. 268 Estimated expenditures for
electric space heating alone in a household (without another heat source) could range from between
$350 and $600 per month, depending the size and age of a residence and the number of occupants. 269
The age, condition and energy efficiency of a residence would affect electricity consumption for
heating. A 2003 study found that the rural housing stock in Canada is made up of significant proportions
of older, pre 1934 residential dwellings (29%). 270 There is a lack of new rental housing. There are very
little rental housing options in rural areas. Rental housing was characterized by low vacancies, relatively
poorer conditions and higher operating costs.” Furthermore, lower-income households (homeowners and
tenants) tended to live in older housing units which were also poorly insulated and had high heating and
utility costs. 271
Electricity for Hot Water:
After space heating, water heating is the most energy intensive aspect of a household’s energy
budget, accounting for 19% of overall energy consumption. 272 Electric water heaters have relatively
poor energy performance. An electric water tank consumes 10 -12 kilowatts of electricity a day. A high
performance electric water tank (50 Gal) consumes 385 kWh per month. This would account for a
significant proportion of a household electricity bill, particularly in rural areas where natural gas is not
an option. 273
267

Great Britain: Department of Energy and Climate Change, Fuel Poverty: a Framework for Future Action (Analytical
Annex), 2013 at 17.
268
Hydro Ottawa, Heat Smarter with Electric Baseboard Heaters, accessed Nov. 2, 2016.
269
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options for hot water. She also described how she had been trying to assist a rural customer of Hydro One with a $20,000
electricity bill. The customer has electric hot water as no other options are available for rural communities. See JP-16.
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Specific data on the number of rural households that rely on electricity for warmth and hot water
is not available. It is clear that more data is needed on the energy mix for rural Ontarians so that we
might have a better understanding of its role in exacerbating rural energy poverty.
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APPENDIX THREE – Energy Poverty Analysis for Hydro One Low-density (R2) Customers
Introduction
An analysis was performed to determine whether there is an energy affordability gap for Hydro One low-density (R2) customers who are lowincome.
Table 5.1 provides the analysis for low-income households who are paying an average electricity bill for low-density (R2) customers (summertime scenario)
Table 5.2 provides an analysis for low-income households that rely on electric heat for some or all of their heating needs
Both components of this analysis take into account applicable credits in effect as of November 1, 2016, and the new measures (8% rebate and
increased RRRP credit) that took effect on January 1, 2017.
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Table 5.1: Energy Poverty Gap Analysis
This analysis compares the income of low-income households with electricity expenditures for Hydro One low-density (R2 customers)
The intent of the analysis is to determine whether or not these households are experiencing energy poverty and if so, whether it is significant or not.
Monthly electricity bill amounts are compared against total monthly income and the 6% energy poverty threshold.
The section entitled “rates and credits in effect Nov. 1, 2016” illustrates the monthly electricity bill for a low-income household with applicable rates/credits in
effect at that time, namely:
•
•

The monthly Rural or Remote Rate Protection (RPPP) credit available to all low-density customers as of Nov. 1, 2016; and,
Monthly credits available to eligible low-income households via the Ontario Electricity Support Program (OESP) as of Nov. 1, 2016. The OESP credits
that are applied are the regular OESP monthly credits.

The next section of the table illustrates the monthly electricity bill for a low-income household with the new measures (increased RPPP credit and 8% rebate) in
effect as of Jan. 1, 2017. The OESP credit remains unchanged. See section entitled, “With new changes in effect January 1, 2017.”
Three Scenarios for Low-income Households are presented here are as follows:
•
•
•

Low-Income as defined by Low-Income Measure – AT cut-offs 274
Households receiving Ontario Works (total benefit income) 275
Households receiving Ontario Disability Support Program benefits (total benefit income) 276

The bills are based on an estimate of monthly consumption for these households and generally reflect average consumption for R2 customers. Various data points
were reviewed and analyzed to justify the per energy consumption estimates used in this analysis.
Scenario:
- summertime: no AC; two ceiling fans, 2 space fans, dehumidifier and electric hot water heating)
-does not include power for sump pump or well pump
Note: This cannot be considered a complete picture of a household’s energy expenditures as it only accounts for electricity costs.

274

Low-Income Measure-After Tax thresholds were estimated by Kaylie Tiessen. They are representative of the LIM-AT in 2014. See Kaylie Tiessen, Ontario’s
Social Assistance Poverty Gap (Toronto: Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, 2016) at 13
275
Total benefits income estimates presented at page 13 in Kaylie Tiessen, Ontario’s Social Assistance Poverty Gap (Toronto: Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternatives, 2016). They are representative of for 1989 to 2013.
276
Ibid
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Table 5.1

# in
Household

1

Key Parameters and statistics
LIM-AT
Annual
Monthly
30% of
cut-off
Income
Income
monthl
**
for
y
sample
income

$20,811

$18,000

$1500.00

$450.00

6% of
monthly
income

$90.00

Monthly Bill
(- $31.50
(RRRP)

$262.22
(900 kWh)

Rates and credits in effect Nov. 1, 2016
With OESP Credit
$ amount
above 6% cutdegree of energy
off
poverty

(-$20.00)=$242.22

$152.22

Severe energy poverty
(17.5% of
monthly income)
2

$29,431

$25,000

$2,083

$624.00

$124.98

$285.79
(1,000 kWh)

(-30.00)=$255.79

4

$36,064

41,622

$33,000

$38,000

$2750.00

$3166.00

825.00

$950.00

$165.00

$189.96

$285.79

(-30.00)=$255.79

(1,000 kWh)

Marginal energy
poverty (9.3% of
monthly income)

$297.57

(-34.00)

-$30.17

With new changes in effect Jan. 1, 2017
Extra RRRP
Total (with all
Credit &
rebates / credits
OESP
applied)

-$27.40
=$184.65

=$232.05

$130.81

Somewhat severe
energy poverty (12.2%
of monthly income)
3

8% rebate

-32.88

-$27.40
-$30.00

=$252.79
=$195.51

$130.81

$73.61

(-$32.88)
=252.79

(-$27.40)
(-$30.00)
=195.51

(-$34.23)

(-$27.40)
(-$34.00)

=$263.34

=$211.94

-$20.00

degree of energy
poverty
$184.65

$94.65

Somewhat severe
energy poverty
(12.3% of monthly
income)
$195.51

$80.53

Marginal energy
poverty
(9.3% of monthly
income)
$195.51

$40.51

Marginal energy
poverty
(7.1% of monthly
income)
$211.94

$21.98

(1050 kWh)
$263.57
Marginal energy
poverty
(8.3% of monthly
income)

$ amount
above 6%
cut-off

Marginal energy
poverty
(6.7% of monthly
income)
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Table 5.1 continued

Key Parameters and statistics
# in in
Household

1

Type of
Benefits

Ontario
Works

2
(single
parent,
one
child)

Ontario
Works

3
(Coupl
e, one
child)

Ontario
Works

Annual
(Total
Benefit
Income
(2014)

Monthly
Income

$8510.00

$709.16

$19,045

$$25,936

$1,587.

$2161.33

30% of
monthly
income

$212.75

$476.13

$648.40

6% of
monthl
y
income

$42.55

$95.22

$129.67

Monthly Bill
(with RRRP
deduction of
$31.50)

Rates and credits in effect Nov. 1,
2016
With OESP
Amount
Credit
over 6% cutoff
degree of energy
poverty

$262.22

(-$20.00) =$242.22

900 kWh

Very Extreme energy
poverty
(34% of monthly
income)

$285.79

(-$30.00)=$255.79

1,000 kWh

Severe energy poverty
(16.11% of monthly
income)

$285.79

(-$30.00)= $255.79

1,000 kWh

Marginal energy
poverty
(11.8% of monthly
income)

$199.67

$156

With new changes in effect Jan. 1, 2017
8% rebate

RRRP
Credit
&
OESP

Amount
over 6%
cut-off
(gap)

degree of energy
poverty
(-$30.17)

(-$27.40 )
(-$20.00 )

=$232.05

=$184.65

(-32.88)

(-$27.40)
(-$30.00)

=$252.91
=$195.51

$126.14

Total with proposed
& credits and
Rebates

(-$32.88)
=252.91

(-$27.40)
(-$30.00)
=195.51

$184.65

$142.10

Very Extreme
energy poverty
(26% of monthly
income)
$195.51

$100.29

Marginal energy
poverty
(12.3% of monthly
income)
$195.51

$65.84

Marginal energy
poverty
(9% of monthly
income)
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Table 5.1 continued

Key Parameters and statistics
# in
Household

1

Type of
Benefits

Annual
Income
(Total
Benefit
Income)
(2014)

Ont.
Disability
Support
Program
(ODSP)

$14,028

2 (single
parent,
one
child)

ODSP

$26,170

4
(Couple,
2
children)

ODSP

Monthly
Income

$1,169

30% of
monthly
income

$350.70

6% of
monthly
income

$70.14

Monthly
Bill
(-RRRP
credit $31.50)

$262.22
(900
kWh)

$2,180.8
3

$654.25

$130.80

$285.79
(1,000
kWh)

$33,475

$2789.58

$836.87

$167.37

$297.57
(1050
kWh)

Rates and credits in effect Nov.
1, 2016
With OESP
Amount
Credit
over 6% cutoff (=$Gap)
degree of energy
poverty

(-$20.00)
$242.22

$172.08

Extreme energy
poverty
(20.7% of
monthly
income)
(-$30.00)
$255.79

With new changes in effect Jan. 1, 2017
8% rebate

Minus
$30.17
=$232.05

$124.99

-32.88
=$252.79

RRRP
Credit
&
OESP

Minus
-$27.40
-$20.00
=$184.65

-$27.40
-$30.00
=$195.51

Marginal energy
poverty
(11.7% of
monthly
income)
(-$38.00)
=$259.57
Marginal energy
poverty
(9.3% of
monthly
income)

Total with all
proposed &
existing credits
and
Rebates
degree of energy
poverty
$184.65

Amount
over 6%
cut-off
(=$Gap)

$114.51

Severe energy
poverty
(15.8% of
monthly
income)
$195.51

$64.71

Marginal energy
poverty
(9% of monthly
income)
$92.20

-$34.23
=$263.34

-27.40
-38.00
=197.94

$197.94

$30.57

Marginal energy
poverty
(7% of monthly
income)
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Table 5.2: Energy Poverty Gap Analysis -- GREATER ENERGY INTENSITY SCENARIO
(for households that use electric heat for some or all of their heating needs)
This analysis presents income amounts for different low-income households along with sample monthly electricity bills for Hydro One Low-density (R2
customers) that rely on electric heat for some or all of their heating needs.
The intent of the analysis is to show whether or not low-income households that use electric heat are in energy poverty. Monthly electricity bill amounts are
compared against total monthly income and the 6% energy poverty threshold.
Scenarios for Low-income Households of different sizes are presented here.
•
•

Low-Income as defined by Low-Income Measure cut-offs 277
Households receiving Ontario Disability Support Program benefits (total benefit income) 278

The bills are based on an estimate of monthly consumption for these households for different heating scenarios. Estimates were derived from various data points
and could be conservative values for R2 customers who use electric heat.
The section entitled “rates and credits in effect Nov. 1, 2016” illustrates the monthly electricity bill for a low-income household with applicable rates/credits in
effect at that time, namely:
•
•

The monthly Rural or Remote Rate Protection (RPPP) credit available to all low-density customers; and,
Monthly credits available to eligible low-income households via the Ontario Electricity Support Program (OESP). Households that use electric heat (as
well as Aboriginal households and households that have a family member who relies on a medical advice that uses electricity) receive a larger credit (in
$) than other low-income households.

•
The next section of the table illustrates the monthly electricity bill for a low-income household with the new measures (increased RPPP credit and 8% rebate) in
effect as of Jan. 1, 2017. The OESP credit remains unchanged. See section entitled, “With new changes in effect January 1, 2017.”

Note: This cannot be considered a complete picture of a household’s energy expenditures as it only accounts for electricity
costs.

277

Low-Income Measure-After Tax thresholds were estimated by Kaylie Tiessen. They are representative of the LIM-AT in 2014. See Kaylie Tiessen, Ontario’s
Social Assistance Poverty Gap (Toronto: Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, 2016) at 13
278
Total benefits income estimates presented at page 13 in Kaylie Tiessen, Ontario’s Social Assistance Poverty Gap (Toronto: Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternatives, 2016). They are representative of for 1989 to 2013.
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Table 5.2

ONE PERSON HOUSEHOLD
Scenario with 50% of home heated by electricity (two
baseboard heaters) – temperature 19-21 degrees C –
estimated monthly bill of $486.10 incl. HST
Income
Level

Annual
Income

Lowincome
acc’ing
to LIMAT

$18,000

Rec’ing
ODSP

$14,028

Monthly
Income

$1500.

30% of
monthly
income

$450.00

6% of
monthly
income

$90.00

Monthly
Bill
(- $31.50
(RRRP )

With OESP Credit
(energy intensive)

$486.10

$1,169

$350.70

$70.14

$14,028

$1,169

$350.70

$70.14

With new changes in effect Jan. 1, 2017

$ amount
above 6%
cut-off
(gap)

8% rebate

(-$30.00)= $456.10
Very extreme energy
poverty
(30% of mo. Income)

$366.10

-$55.92

$486.10

(-$30.00)=$456.10

$385.96

(1850
kWh)

Very extreme energy
poverty (30% of
monthly income)

(1850kWh)

ONE PERSON HOUSEHOLD - Scenario with 100% of
home heated by electricity (three baseboard heaters) –
temp. 15-18 C. Est. monthly bill of $627.50 incl. HST.
Low$18,000 $1500.
$450.00
$90.00
income
acc’ing
to LIMAT

Rec’ing
ODSP

Rates and credits in effect Nov. 1, 2016

degree of energy
poverty

$627.50

(-$30.00)=$597.50

(2,4590
kWh)

Very Extreme energy
poverty (39.8% of
monthly income)

$627.50

(-$30.00)=$597.50

(2,4590
kWh)

Very Extreme energy
poverty (51% of
monthly income)

Extra RRRP
Credit &
OESP

degree of energy
poverty
-$27.40
-$30.00

=$430.18
=$372.78
-$55.92

-$27.40
-$30.00

=$430.18
=$372.78

$507.5

-$72.19
=$555.31

$527.36

Total (with all rebates /
credits applied)

-$72.19
=$555.31

$ amount
above 6%
cut-off
(gap)

$372.78
Extreme energy
poverty (24.9% of
monthly income)

$282.78

$372.78

$302.64

Very Extreme energy
poverty (31.9% of
monthly income)

(-$27.40)
(-$30.00)
=$497.91

$497.91

(-$27.40)
(-$30.00)
=$497.91

$497.91

$407.91

Very extreme
energy poverty
(33% of monthly
income)
$427.50

Very extreme
energy poverty
(42.5% of monthly
income)
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Table 5.2 continued

THREE PERSON HOUSEHOLD (COUPLE WITH ONE
CHILD)
Scenario with 50% of home heated by electricity (two
baseboard heaters) – temperature 19-21 degrees C –
estimated monthly bill $ incl. HST
Income Annual
Monthly
30% of
6% of
Level
Income
Income
monthly
monthly
income
income*

$33,475

$2789.58

$836.87

*energy
poverty
benchmark
$167.37

ODSP

Rates and credits in effect Nov. 1, 2016

Monthly Bill
(-$31.50
RRRP )

With OESP Credit
(energy intensive)

$ amount above
6% cut-off
(GAP)

With new changes in effect Jan. 1, 2017

8% rebate

Extra RRRP
Credit &
OESP

degree of energy
poverty

$525.45

(-$45.00)
=$480.45

=$313.06

(2000 kWh)

-$81.41
=$444.04

$804.24

(-$50.00)

(3200 kWh)

=$754.24
Extreme energy
poverty
(24% of monthly
income)

$ amount
above 6%
cut-off
(GAP)

degree of energy
poverty
-27.40
-45.00
=$371.64

=$371.64

-27.40
-50.00
=$634.42

=$634.42

Severe energy
poverty
(17.22% of monthly
income)

FOUR PERSON HOUSEHOLD – (COUPLE WITH FOUR
CHILDREN - Scenario with 100% of home heated by
electricity (four baseboard heaters) – temp. 15-18 C. Est.
monthly bill of $ incl. HST.
$38,000
$3166.00
$950.00
$189.96
Lowincome
acc’ing
to LIMAT

Total (with all
rebates / credits
applied)

$564.28

-$92.52
=$711.72

$204.27

Somewhat Severe
energy poverty
(13.3% of monthly
income)

$444.36

Extreme energy
poverty
(20% of monthly
income)
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